
1001 Tray of fuchsias

1002 Tray of fuchsias

1003 Tray of mixed dianthus

1004 Tray of mixed dianthus

1005 Tray of mixed dianthus

1006 Tray of mixed dianthus

1007 Potted jasmine

1008 Potted jasmine

1009 Potted jasmine

1010 Potted jasmine

1011 Potted yucca

1012 Potted yucca

1013 Potted yucca

1014 Tray of mixed plants

1015 Tray of mixed plants

1016 Tray of mixed plants

1017 Tray of geraniums

1018 +VAT Large potted pink hydrangea

1019 +VAT Standard buxus ball

1020 +VAT Standard buxus ball

1021 +VAT Standard buxus ball

1022 +VAT Standard buxus ball

1023 +VAT 2 potted lavenders

1024 Pomegranate tree in bowl

1025 Pomegranate tree in bowl

1026 Pomegranate tree in bowl

1027 Pomegranate tree in bowl

1028 Pomegranate tree in bowl

1029 Pomegranate tree in bowl

1030 Pomegranate tree in bowl

1031 Pomegranate tree in bowl

1032 Pomegranate tree in bowl

1033 Pomegranate tree in bowl

1034 Grape vine in bowl

1035 Grape vine in bowl

1036 Grape vine in bowl

1037 Grape vine in bowl

1038 Grape vine in bowl

1039 Grape vine in bowl

1040 Grape vine in bowl

1041 Grape vine in bowl

1042 Grape vine in bowl

1043 Grape vine in bowl

1044 +VAT Potted red peony

1045 +VAT Potted pink peony

1046 +VAT Potted pink peony

1047 +VAT Potted pink peony

1048 Fig tree in bowl

1049 Fig tree in bowl

1050 Fig tree in bowl

1051 Fig tree in bowl

1052 Fig tree in bowl

1053 Fig tree in bowl

1054 Fig tree in bowl

1055 Fig tree in bowl

1056 Fig tree in bowl

1057 Fig tree in bowl

1058 2 potted pink penstemon

1059 2 potted pink penstemon

1060 2 potted purple penstemon

1061 2 potted purple penstemon

1062 2 potted Amelia Jane penstemon

1063 2 potted Amelia Jane penstemon

1064 2 potted palace purple heuchera

1065 2 potted palace purple heuchera

1066 4 trays of Cuba nicotiana

1067 4 trays of Cuba nicotiana

1068 Pair of trailing fuchsia hanging baskets

1069 Pair of trailing fuchsia hanging baskets

1070 Pair of trailing fuchsia hanging baskets

1071 Pair of trailing petunia hanging baskets

1072 Pair of trailing petunia hanging baskets

1073 Pair of fuchsia hanging baskets

1074 4 small trays of French flamenco marigolds

1075 4 small trays of French flamenco marigolds

1076 4 small trays of van guard salvias
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1077 4 small trays of van guard salvias

1078 Large tray of express petunias

1079 Large tray of express petunias

1080 Large tray of express petunias

1081 Large tray of express petunias

1082 4 small trays of diablo mixed dahlias

1083 4 small trays of diablo mixed dahlias

1084 Tray of strawberry plants

1085 Tray of strawberry plants

1086 4 small trays of fireball French marigolds

1087 4 small trays of fireball French marigolds

1088 4 small trays of organdy begonias

1089 4 small trays of beacon impatience

1090 4 small trays of Alaska nasturtium

1091 4 small trays of crystal palace lobelias

1092 Cordyline

1094 Potted rosemary

1095 Potted rosemary

1096 Potted rosemary

1097 Potted rosemary

1098 Potted vanilla fraise hydrangea

1099 Potted vanilla fraise hydrangea

1100 Potted vanilla fraise hydrangea

1101 Potted vanilla fraise hydrangea

1102 Pair of pre-planted square baskets containing 
mixed plants

1103 Pair of pre-planted square baskets containing 
mixed plants

1104 Pair of spider plants in circular tubs

1105 Pair of spider plants in circular tubs

1106 Pair of asiatic dwarf liliums

1107 Pair of asiatic dwarf liliums

1108 Pair of asiatic dwarf liliums

1109 Pair of asiatic dwarf liliums

1110 Pair of asiatic dwarf liliums

1111 4 ferns

1112 Wicker hanging basket containing mixed plants

1113 Wicker hanging basket containing mixed plants

1114 Wicker hanging basket containing mixed plants

1115 5 small trays of beacon impatience

1116 5 small trays of beacon impatience

1118 Bucket of garden pink cut flowers

1119 Bucket of garden pink cut flowers

1120 Conical shaped rattan hanging baskets of mixed 
plants

1121 Conical shaped rattan hanging baskets of mixed 
plants

1122 5 small trays of French marigolds

1123 6 small trays of French marigolds

1124 +VAT Potted African breeze purple colour maker

1125 +VAT Potted African breeze purple colour maker

1126 +VAT Potted African breeze purple colour maker

1127 +VAT Potted African breeze purple colour maker

1128 +VAT Potted African breeze purple colour maker

1129 +VAT Potted African breeze purple colour maker

1130 +VAT Potted African breeze purple colour maker

1131 +VAT Potted African breeze purple colour maker

1132 +VAT Potted African breeze purple colour maker

1133 +VAT Potted African breeze purple colour maker

1134 +VAT Potted African breeze purple colour maker

1135 +VAT Potted African breeze purple colour maker

1136 +VAT Acer

1137 +VAT Potted atropurpureum acer (palmatum)

1138 +VAT Potted atropurpureum acer (palmatum)

1139 3 mixed heucherella

1140 Potted pink paeonia

1141 Potted astilbe

1142 +VAT Potted garden gerbera garvinea

1143 2 potted fuchsias

1144 2 potted fuchsias

1145 Wicker pre-planted patio tub containing mixed 
plants

1146 Wicker pre-planted patio tub containing mixed 
plants

1147 Wicker pre-planted patio tub containing mixed 
plants

1148 Wicker pre-planted patio tub containing mixed 
plants

1149 Wicker pre-planted patio tub containing mixed 
plants
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1150 Fig tree

1151 Fig tree

1152 Large tray of campanula

1154 4 small trays of beacon impatience

1156 Potted acer

1157 Potted acer

1158 Potted acer

1159 +VAT Rostrata

1160 Potted salvia (Javier Lilac)

1161 Potted salvia (Cool Violet Purple)

1162 Potted salvia (Cool Violet Purple)

1163 Potted salvia (Oriental purple)

1164 Potted salvia (Oriental purple)

1165 Potted salvia (Oriental purple)

1166 Potted salvia (Oriental purple)

1167 Potted salvia (Peach Cobbler)

1168 Potted salvia (Gregil Lara pink)

1169 Potted salvia (La Mancha Cream)

1170 Potted salvia (Nuchi Peach)

1171 Potted salvia (Nuchi Peach)

1172 Potted salvia (Nachtvlinder)

1173 Potted salvia (Nachtvlinder)

1174 Potted salvia (Jamensis Leach)

1175 Potted salvia (Oil Colours Red)

1176 4 small trays of Alaska nasturtium

1177 Potted lamium maculatum

1178 Potted acer

1179 Potted acer

1180 Potted amistad purple

1181 Carnaby clematis

1182 2 potted climbing lathyrus

1183 2 potted climbing lathyrus

1184 2 potted climbing lathyrus

1185 +VAT Standard twisted stem salix

1186 +VAT Standard twisted stem salix

1187 +VAT Standard twisted stem salix

1188 +VAT Rostrata

1189 Orange tree

1190 Orange tree

1191 Orange tree

1192 Orange tree

1193 Orange tree

1194 Orange tree

1195 Orange tree

1196 Orange tree

1197 Orange tree

1198 Orange tree

1199 Orange tree

1200 +VAT Potted cordyline

1201 +VAT Potted cordyline

1202 +VAT Potted cordyline

1203 +VAT Potted cordyline

1204 2 hanging baskets of mixed plants

1205 Conference pear tree (Pyrus Communis)

1206 Conference pear tree (Pyrus Communis)

1207 Higuera fig tree

1208 Higuera fig tree

1209 Lemon tree

1210 Citrus lemon tree

1211 Citrus lemon tree

1212 Citrus lemon tree

1213 Citrus lemon tree

1214 Citrus lemon tree

1215 Citrus lemon tree

1216 Citrus lemon tree

1217 Citrus lemon tree

1218 Citrus lemon tree

1219 Citrus lemon tree

1220 Spectacular lonicera

1221 Salix tree

1222 2 trays of sunny bees dianthus

1223 2 trays of sunny bees dianthus

1224 2 trays of regal pelargoniums

1225 2 trays of regal pelargoniums

1226 3 trays of tornado leeks

1227 2 trays of dahlias
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1228 2 trays of dahlias

1229 4 small trays of horizon shadow geraniums

1230 Pre-planted patio tub containing mixed plants

1231 Pre-planted patio tub containing mixed plants

1232 Pre-planted patio tub containing mixed plants

1233 Pre-planted patio tub containing mixed plants

1234 Pre-planted patio tub containing mixed plants

1235 Pre-planted patio tub containing mixed plants

1236 Pre-planted patio tub containing mixed plants

1237 Pre-planted patio tub containing mixed plants

1238 2 trays of Kong coleus

1239 2 trays of Kong coleus

1240 2 trays of trailing fuchsias

1241 2 trays of trailing fuchsias

1242 2 trays of non stop begonias

1243 2 trays of non stop begonias

1244 4 small trays of bonanza French marigolds

1245 4 small trays of bonanza French marigolds

1246 4 small trays of bonanza French marigolds

1247 2 zantos purple lobelia

1248 2 zantos purple lobelia

1249 2 star ship blue lobelia

1250 2 star ship blue lobelia

1251 Bedding begonia patio tub

2001 +VAT Approx 40 Delta Electonics 19V PSU's 
(no 3 pin plugs)

2002 +VAT Watch repair kits, 64GB microSD card, 
desktop bracket, Jabra headset, etc

2003 +VAT Bag containing Switch Split Pad Pro, 
Corsair keyboard, multi-plugs, 2x smartphone 
projectors, etc

2004 +VAT Bag containing N64 expansion pack, Sky 
TV boxes, cabling, Xbox Series S stickers/wrap, 
etc

2005 +VAT 5x unbranded toner cartridges

2006 +VAT Quantity of tablet cases/covers

2007 +VAT Panasonic KX-TGC422 twin cordless 
phone set, Panasonic KX-TGC420 cordless 
phone and 2x Wildix office phones WP410 and 
Start

2008 +VAT Various TV media boxes; T95, T95H, 
Smart, Roxi and Elgato Game Capture HD60

2009 +VAT Bag containing keyboards, WiFi devices, 
in-car media kit, wireless speaker, etc

2010 +VAT Bag containing vivarium thermostat, 
domestic thermostats, blood glucose monitor, 
walkie talkies, power inverter, etc

2011 +VAT 3x Plusnet Hub Two's and one other 
Plusnet router, EE 5GEE router and EE Hybrid 
Connect

2012 +VAT 2x BT WiFi Disc's, BT Hybrid Connect, 2x 
BT Hub Two's and one other BT router

2013 +VAT Sky Q 1TB and Sky router

2014 +VAT Quantity of printer ink cartridges for HP, 
Epson, etc

2015 +VAT Bag containing DVD films and box sets

2017 +VAT Selection of Jabra, Sennheiser headsets 
and wireless earphones

2018 +VAT Bag containing selection of sunglasses 
and reading glasses

2019 +VAT Various film and digital cameras, 
webcams and other camera related accessories

2020 +VAT Bag containing quantity of mobile phone 
cases and covers

2021 +VAT Bag containing quantity of mobile phone 
accessories; leads, adapters, cables, 
earphones, stands, etc

2022 +VAT Bag containing quantity of portable power 
banks

2023 +VAT Bag containing cables, leads and PSUs

2024 +VAT Bag containing Sky, EE and BT routers 
plus BT 4K UHD TV freeview box

2025 +VAT Bag containing Zettle Reader 2, Ring 
Plug-In adapter, remotes, boards, adapters, etc

2026 +VAT Bag containing LP vinyl records to include 
The Doors, Fleetwood Mac, The Shins and 
others

2027 +VAT Bag containing quantity of music CD 
albums

2028 +VAT Bag containing DVD and Blu-Ray 
films/boxsets

2029 +VAT Bag containing quantity of batteries in 
various sizes

2030 +VAT Box containing LP vinyl records to include 
James Brown, R.E.M, AC/DC and others

2031 +VAT Bag containing costume and dress 
jewellery

2032 +VAT Bag containing quantity of empty jewellery 
boxes
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2033 +VAT Quantity of mostly reading glasses and 
sunglasses

2035 +VAT Bag containing mobile phone accessories; 
cables, cases, adapters, chargers, etc

2036 +VAT Assorted wireless/wired earphones and 
headsets

2037 +VAT Bag containing cables, leads and PSUs

2038 +VAT Mixed lot of electrical 
accessories/devices; Echo Dot, StarOne Pro 
media box, routers, remotes, external CD drive, 
board, casing, etc

2039 Selection of 7 Royal Doulton Tableware Ltd 
character jugs to include Henry VIII and 6 wives 
£30-50

2040 Wide selection of various size character jugs to 
include Queen Victoria, Nelson, Churchill and 
others 
£20-30

2041 Cabinet comprising various Royal Doulton 
character mugs to include Sir Henry Doulton, 
The Guardsman and others to include some 
boxes 
£20-30

2042 +VAT Sony Extrabass SRS-XB33 bluetooth 
speaker in box

2043 +VAT Sony Extrabass SRS-XB33 bluetooth 
speaker in box

2044 Apple iPod 1st gen 60gb model with Logitech 
speaker and other accessories

2045 +VAT Apple iPad 9th generation Wi-Fi only in 
silver model: A2602, 64gb unit in sealed box

2046 +VAT Sony SRS-XB13 bluetooth speaker in box

2047 +VAT Beats Solo headphones in red (no 
accessories)

2048 +VAT Bose Soundlink Mini bluetooth speaker in 
case

2049 +VAT Jabra wireless earbuds with charging 
case and cable

2050 +VAT Jabra wireless earbuds with charging 
case and cable

2051 +VAT Beats Studio Buds in box with charging 
case

2052 +VAT Beats Studio Buds in box with charging 
case

2053 +VAT Beats Studio Buds in box with charging 
case

2054 +VAT 4 Capricorn Controls Ltd battery backup 
modules part number UD5060DR

2055 +VAT Stockwell limited edition motorsport racing 
chronograph wristwatch with box

2056 +VAT Stockwell ST470 limited edition 
motorsport watch with box

2057 +VAT Stockwell ST678 automatic wristwatch 
with stainless steel strap and box

2058 +VAT Emporio Armani gents wristwatch with 
box

2059 +VAT Stella McCartney sunglasses with soft 
case

2060 +VAT William Jourdain gents wristwatch dated 
June 2021 with box and case

2061 +VAT Talis Co 8590 Astro automatic wristwatch 
with Roman numeral dial

2062 +VAT Lator gents wristwatch model L400 
Chrono plus subdial

2063 +VAT Lator chronograph L2842 gents 
wristwatch with box

2064 +VAT Talis Co automatic gents wristwatch with 
case

2065 +VAT Nautica rubberised strap chronograph 
wristwatch with box

2066 +VAT 2 Apache smart watches with boxes

2067 +VAT 4 various wristwatches to include Loris 
and Asics

2068 +VAT 4 various watches to include 2 
smartwatches and a Lacoste gents wristwatch

2069 +VAT Selection of costume jewellery items in 
bag

2070 +VAT Sony WH-1000XM3 wireless noise 
cancelling headphones in box

2071 +VAT TP Link wifi range extender model 
AC1750 in box

2072 +VAT FitBit Sense wristwatch with box

2073 +VAT LG Tone Free noise cancelling earbuds 
with charging case and box and one loose pair

2074 +VAT JLab Epic Air noise cancelling earbuds 
with charging case, box and one loose pair

2075 +VAT Ring Video doorbell with chime (doorbell 
linked to account)

2076 +VAT Wonderboom bluetooth speaker in box

2077 +VAT 2 boxed Anker Charge 2 wireless 
charging stations in box

2078 +VAT 4 loose FitBits, various models for spares 
and repairs, some chargers, wristbands 
damaged

2079 +VAT 2 FitBit Charge 4 activity wristbands in 
boxes
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2080 +VAT 2 Jabra Elite 3 wireless earbuds with 
charging case and box

2081 +VAT Various reading glass frames for spares 
and repairs

2082 +VAT Galaxy A32 5G mobile phone with box

2083 +VAT Various loose electrical items to include 
Touchdown wireless charging pads, action 
cameras and in car mounts

2084 +VAT (R19 and B9) 50" Sony 4K TV model KD-
50X89J

2085 +VAT Samsung soundbar A530 with subwoofer, 
and psu

2086 +VAT (R21 and B11) 43" Panasonic TV model 
TX-43HX580B

2087 +VAT Yamaha ASTC200 soundbar with remote 
and box

2088 +VAT Bang & Olufsen A2 portable bluetooth 
speaker with charger and box

2089 +VAT R47 50" Hisense TV, 50A7GQTUK (B24)

2090 +VAT Yamaha MusicCast network speaker in 
black with power cable

2091 +VAT Asus Zenbook model UX363E, Intel i7 
11th gen cpu, 16gb ram, 1tb ssd storage running 
Windows 10 with psu, box, stylus and Type C 
dongles

2092 +VAT Acer Swift 5 laptop Model SF514-55T, 
Core i7 11th Gen processor, 8GB RAM, 512GB 
storage, Windows 10 with psu and box

2093 +VAT Lenovo Ideapad 5 with Intel i5 11th gen 
cpu, 8gb ram, 256gb storage running Windows 
10 with box (no psu)

2094 +VAT HP 24'' all in one desktop computer with 
core i5 8th gen cpu, 8gb ram, 1tb storage 
running Windows 10, includes wired keyboard 
and mouse

2095 +VAT LG Gram 14" display laptop with Intel core 
i7 11th generation processor, 16gb RAM, 512gb 
SSD, running Windows 10. Comes with power 
supply, box and stylus pen

2096 +VAT Razer laptop core i7 10th generation 
processor, 16gb RAM, 512gb storage with 
RTX2070 gpu, running Windows 11, includes 
psu

2097 +VAT Asus TUF gaming 27" curved screen 
monitor with box

2098 +VAT Lenovo Duet Chromebook tablet with 
keyboard, cover and box

2099 +VAT Lenovo Duet Chromebook, boxed

2100 +VAT Lenovo smart display Google Assistant 
device with box

2101 +VAT Asus Chromebook model C424M comes 
with Intel Celeron processor and foreign power 
supply

2102 +VAT Asus Chromebook model C423N with 
Intel processor, comes with power supply

2103 +VAT Acer Chromebook CB315 with charger

2104 +VAT HP Chromebook X360 laptop pentium 
cpu, 4gb ram, 64gb storage running Chrome OS 
with psu and box

2105 +VAT 2 boxes containing various electrical 
sundries, keyboards, headphones and other 
accessories

2106 +VAT Various CDR CD's, Maxwell CDR 
rewriting disks, etc and DVD cases

2107 Selection of hardback books to include Star 
Wars The High Republic collection (sealed)

2108 +VAT LG Xboom PN7 speaker with box

2109 Tray containing a large selection of Apple psu

2110 MadCatz MC2 racing wheel with pedals

2111 Adman Grandstand video entertainment 
computer with box

2112 Xbox 360 console with psu and 2 controllers

2113 Xbox 360 console with controller and psu

2114 Sony PlayStation 4 Black Ops Edition console 
with various games

2115 Various headphones, DVD players and CD 
players in bag

2116 Saitek and Thrustmaster joystick sets

2117 Sega MegaDrive classic console system with 
box

2118 +VAT Touchdown wireless charging lamp with 
box

2119 Xbox One console with two controllers

2120 Tray containing various sunglasses to include 
Ray Ban, Polaroid and others

2121 Tray of Nintendo Wii console accessories, 
games and balance board

2122 Mitsubishi DLP projector together with Nintendo 
balance board

2124 2 metal detector systems with headphones

2125 Nintendo Wii console with accessories

2126 Nintendo Wii console with controller, 
accessories and a large selection of games
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2127 Sony PlayStation 2 console with various 
accessories and some games

2128 Box containing various electrical adaptors

2129 +VAT Box containing approximately 10 or more 
Canyon stereo headsets in boxes

2130 +VAT Sanus Simplicity 90'' TV wallmount 
bracket

2131 BT Voice Cloud phones etc

2132 +VAT Box containing Rockland double USB and 
2 DC charger systems

2133 +VAT Epson XP7100 printer in box

2134 +VAT Refractor telescope in box

2135 +VAT ATX PC tower case with damaged feet

2136 +VAT Intey Astronomical telescope in box

2137 +VAT Selection of portable power banks

2138 +VAT Box containing various electrical 
components, damaged HP monitor and guitar 
stand

2139 +VAT HP M27F 27" monitor in box

2140 +VAT HP 27" monitor M27F with box (cracked 
screen)

2141 Apple iMac computer

2142 Apple monitor display with power cable and 
keyboard A1407

2143 Apple monitor display with power cable and 
keyboard A1407

2144 Apple monitor display with power cable and 
keyboard A1407

2145 Apple monitor display with power cable and 
keyboard A1407

2146 Apple monitor display with power cable and 
keyboard A1407

2147 Apple monitor diplsay with keyboard and power 
cable A1407 (damaged screen)

2148 Apple monitor diplsay with keyboard and power 
cable A1407 (damaged screen)

2149 Appel monitor display A1267 with power cable

2150 Appel monitor display A1267 with power cable

2151 Prolite 24" monitor with power cable

2152 +VAT Acer 24" display monitor

2153 Asus curved screen gaming desktop display

2154 2 bags and 1 box containing graphic novels and 
football programmes

2155 Sony Vaio laptop Core i3, Windows 7 vintage, 
no psu

2156 +VAT Magnetic stirrer with hot plate with 
anenometer

2157 Shelf comprising large amount of reference 
material books, novels etc.

2158 Box containing various Dell PC speakers, Sony 
radio, and home phone sets

2159 2 laptops for spares and repair, and 2 PC 
monitors

2160 +VAT Box containing selection of Pro Signal 
display port and other cabling

2161 Bag of miscellaneous electrical items inc. lights 
and other home phone etc.

2162 Box of various wired keyboards

2163 Bag containing various network and patch 
cables etc.

2164 Bag of various video cables inc. DVI, display 
port, and VGA

2165 +VAT HP Envy Inspire 722E printer in box

2166 +VAT 2 x Canon Pixma printers inc. MG250S 
and TS350

2167 3 boxed Dell toner cartridges in black NY312

2168 Bag of various toner cartridges

2169 +VAT Epson Ecotank ET2714 printer in box

2170 +VAT 3 PC monitors for spares and repair inc. 
Samsung 27", Asus 27", and Benq (no stand or 
accessories)

2171 HP Server tower system HPML310G4

2172 PC battery backup system, HP server 
equipment, Dell Power Edge T320 server tower, 
psu, etc.

2173 Various Cisco network switch equipment inc. 26-
port gigabit smart switch, Catalyst 3750 POE 24-
port switch and other

2174 2 Viglen Chromebook laptops with psus

2175 +VAT Sealed Belkin KVN switch E-series unit 
together with mesh wifi system

2176 Box containing various network dome camera 
equipment

2177 +VAT Brother HL-1212W printer in box

2178 +VAT HP Deskjet 3636 printer

2179 +VAT HP Envy Inspire printer

2180 +VAT Epson Ecotank ET271 printer

2181 +VAT 2 Canon TS705 printers

2182 +VAT HP Colour Laserjet MFP179 printer
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2183 Toshiba vintage laptop T4400SCX together with 
a T1200 printer

2184 3 laptops for spares or repair inc. Sony Vaio and 
Dell

2185 +VAT Hanns-G 19" LCD display monitor

2186 +VAT Zyxell GS1920-24HP POE switch

2187 3 LG monitors (incomplete stands, no power 
supplies)

2188 +VAT Mav 100 T3 vacuum module by Tecna 
and other equipment

2189 Tray containing various PC hardware, 
motherboards, cables etc.

2190 Samsung 900X notebook with psu

2191 Nintendo DS console with various games

2192 Razer Kraken gaming headset, boxed (damaged 
volume controller)

2193 Pair of MSI DS502 headphones with damaged 
cable

2194 +VAT Selection of electrical accessories, HDMI 
extenders, etc.

2195 +VAT TP Link Deco home wifi mesh system in 
box

2196 +VAT Stilo digital intercom unit model DG-10

2197 +VAT Gigabyte B560M motherboard

2198 +VAT Razer gaming headset in box

2199 +VAT Hama headset together with an Asus 
Zendrive USB powered CD drive

2200 3 Apple mice to include an Apple Magic Mouse 
in black

2201 +VAT Lenovo ThinkPad T470 laptop with Intel i5
-6300U, 8GB RAM, 256GB SSD, Windows 10 
and PSU

2202 +VAT Dell Chromebook 11 CB1C13 laptop

2203 +VAT Acer Nitro 5 N20C1 laptop (a/f no HDD, 
no RAM)

2204 +VAT Nintendo Switch Grey with box (note: 
serial number different to box)

2205 +VAT Lenovo 300e 2nd Gen (a/f parts only; 
taken apart, screws missing, loose motherboard)

2206 +VAT Crucial P5 Plus 500GB SSD

2207 +VAT Crucial P5 Plus 500GB SSD

2208 +VAT Toshiba Canvio 2TB portable storage

2209 +VAT Seagate 2TB PS4/PS5 HDD

2210 +VAT Garmin Vivoactive 3 GPS smartwatch

2211 +VAT Nintendo Switch Lite Blue

2212 +VAT HemiVision Greets 1 smart video doorbell

2213 +VAT Google Nest Hello video doorbell

2214 +VAT Amazon Fire TV Stick 4k, Fire TV Stick 
4K Max and Fire TV Stick Lite

2215 +VAT Seagate 2TB laptop HDD

2216 +VAT 2x Charlton Athletic football shirts (L & 
XS) bearing various signatures (unverified)

2217 +VAT Sony UBP-X700 4K Blu-Ray player

2218 +VAT Nintendo Entertainment System with 2x 
controllers, Zepper gun and 3x games

2219 +VAT Adastra bluetooth handheld PA system 
with neckband mic

2220 +VAT Zyxel Vodaphone NR7112 outdoor WiFi 
router

2221 +VAT Internal board for TV (E506652)

2222 +VAT Tonor TC40 USB condenser microphone

2223 +VAT Gaugemaster Series 100 Electronic Loco 
Controller

2224 +VAT Zvex Fuzz Factory Vexter Series guitar 
pedal

2225 +VAT Rolls Royce hood ornament/mascot

2226 +VAT Microsoft Surface Pen Model 1776

2227 +VAT Wedgewood Commemorative Silver 
Jubilee mug

2228 +VAT NES Konami Life Force gamne and Super 
Game Boy cartridge for super NES

2229 +VAT Pair of Playerz 10oz boxing gloves 
bearing 'M. Mokaev' signature (unverified)

2230 +VAT Royal Mail Special Stamps 2021 example 
book (no stamps included)

2231 +VAT Akai APC Key 25 Midi keyboard

2232 +VAT Akai APC Mini controller

2233 +VAT Akai MidiMix DAW controller

2234 +VAT Behringer TD-3-SR synthesizer

2235 +VAT Shure MV7 microphone

2236 +VAT JLabs TalkGo USB microphone

2237 +VAT JLabs TalkGo USB microphone

2238 +VAT AudioBox USB96 audio interface

2239 +VAT Mark300 drone with carry case and 
accessories

2240 +VAT Palit GeForce GTX 1660 Super 6GB 
graphics card

2241 +VAT JBL Flip 5 wireless speaker
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2242 +VAT Bose SoundLink Flex portable wireless 
speaker

2243 +VAT Google Nest Cam Indoor

2244 +VAT Reolink Argus 3 Pro wireless camera

2245 +VAT Imilad EC2 wireless home security 
camera set

2246 +VAT HikVision H.265+ turret camera

2247 +VAT HikVision Exir H.265+ camera in box

2248 +VAT TopCony PTZ TY10 outdoor security 
camera

2249 +VAT ERA wireless video door intercom

2250 +VAT Motorola MBP481 2" video baby monitor

2251 +VAT EchoShow 5 2nd Gen

2252 +VAT EchoDot

2253 +VAT Google Nest Learning Thermostat

2254 +VAT Fire TV Stick Lite

2255 +VAT Fire TV Stick

2256 +VAT Baofeng BF-888S two-way radio set

2257 +VAT Baofeng BF-888S two-way radio set

2258 +VAT Goodmans wireless Hi-Fi headphones

2259 +VAT JBL Tune 660 NC wireless headphones

2260 +VAT Moyoo Essence 1549 wireless 
headphones

2261 +VAT PS4 LVL50 wired headset

2262 +VAT USB car speaker WS-267BT

2263 +VAT USB car speaker WS-267BT

2264 +VAT FJ-818DW FM world radio USB mp3 
player speaker

2265 +VAT Boss CH-1 Super Chorus guitar pedal

2266 +VAT 2x BT Advanced Digital Home Phone's 
and 2x BT Essential Digital Home Phone's

2267 +VAT Logitech Slim Folio for iPad Air 3rd Gen 
and iPad Pro 10.5-inch

2268 +VAT *Sealed* Sunmi V2 data POS system

2269 +VAT Yale Access Module and Connect WiFi 
bridge

2270 +VAT Nebra Indoor Hotspot

2271 +VAT Google Chromecast

2272 +VAT Two Notes Audio Engineering Torpedo 
C.A.B M+ pedal

2273 +VAT SmartOne Peak Flow FEV1 Meter

2274 +VAT Kazeila Watering Timer

2275 +VAT Star Tec Multi-Unit ST 201 pyrograph

2276 +VAT Apple A1243 Keyboard and Apple A1152 
mouse

2277 +VAT Amazon Echo Show 5

2278 +VAT HT783 UHF Entry LCD two way radio

2279 +VAT Phomemo M200 label printer

2280 +VAT SumUp Solo wireless payment processor

2281 +VAT *Sealed* BTS Proof Album Standard 
Edition

2282 +VAT Selection of gold plate, gold tone and 
silver jewellery

2283 +VAT Tag Heuer Aquaracer Automatic 
Chronograph 300M CAF2112 blue dial 
wristwatch with box, warranty card and 
instruction booklet

2284 +VAT Garmin Instinct 2 Solar rugged GPS 
smartwatch

2285 +VAT Samsung Galaxy Watch 4 smartwatch

2286 +VAT Selection of boxed and loose 
wristwatches/smartwatches

2287 +VAT Goodmans 'High Power Bass Bluetooth 
Blaster'

2288 +VAT Bose SoundLink Mini bluetooth speaker

2289 +VAT MiniRig portable speaker

2290 +VAT Bose QuietComfort 35 wireless 
headphones with case

2291 +VAT Beats Solo 3 A1796 Gold wireless 
headphones with case

2292 +VAT 4x Smok vape kits; Novo2S, Priv M17, 
Nfix and RPM2

2293 +VAT 2 sealed vape kits; VooPoo Drag Mini and 
Vaporesso Gen 200

2294 +VAT Various vape pens from Vuse, VooPoo, 
Aspire, etc

2295 +VAT Quantity of vaping accessories; coils, 
atomisers, etc

2296 +VAT Pax 3 herbal vaporiser

2297 +VAT Fendi Roma FF0435/S sunglasses with 
case

2298 +VAT Ray-Ban Aviator sunglasses with case 
and box

2299 +VAT Moschino MO72201 sunglasses with case

2300 +VAT Victoria Beckham VB628S ladies 
sunglasses

2301 +VAT Oakley snowboarding goggles
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2302 +VAT Oakley Fuel Cell glassses

2303 +VAT Sony Alpha 6000 24MP digital camera 
with box and accessories

2304 +VAT Panasonic Lumix TZ70 12MP digital 
camera with box and charger

2305 +VAT Olympus Tough TG-6 4K digital camera

2306 +VAT TT560 SpeedLite camera flash

2307 +VAT Kenwood DRV-A601 W dashcam

2308 +VAT 3x smartphone displays for iPhone XR, 
iPhone XS and Samsung S20

2309 +VAT KK2 mini mobile phone

2310 +VAT VitaloJAK cough monitor, oximeters, 
infrared thermometer, activity trackers

2311 +VAT Guardians of the Galaxy Blu-Ray DVD

2312 +VAT Spider Man No Way Home Blu-Ray DVD

2313 +VAT 5x PS5 games, 6x PS4 games and 4x 
Xbox One games

2314 +VAT Tiffany & Co necklace, Monica Vinader 
ring and Juicy Couture bracelet

2315 +VAT Black dial silver pocket watch with winder 
key on string

2316 +VAT Cartier 2384 Tank Francaise steel ladies 
watch with box and booklet

2317 +VAT Versace VEBV00519 wristwatch with box

2318 +VAT *Sealed* Huawei GT 2 Pro smartwatch

2319 +VAT Garmin Approach S10 GPS golf watch

2320 +VAT Various boxed and loose wristwatches 
and smartwatches

2321 +VAT Fendi Roma sunglasses with case and 
box

2322 +VAT Ralph Lauren RA 5257 sunglasses with 
case

2323 +VAT Oakley Sutro sunglasses with case and 
box

2324 +VAT Canon EOS 77D SLR digital camera 
body, batteries, charger and box

2325 +VAT PolaroidLab phone to Polaroid instant 
printer

2326 +VAT *Sealed* Fitbit Versa 2 smartwatch

2327 +VAT Sony NW-A45 16GB Walkman mp3 
player

2328 +VAT Selection of portable bluetooth speakers; 
Anker SoundCore, Beats Pill, JVC, Huawei and 
Ultimate Ears Wonderboom

2329 +VAT Crucial BX500 1TB SSD

2330 +VAT Microsoft Surface 1661 dock

2331 +VAT *Sealed* LG Tone Free wireless 
earphones

2332 +VAT LG Tone Free wireless earphones

2333 +VAT Sennheiser HD 450BT wireless 
headphones

2334 +VAT Sony WH-1000XM4 wireless headphones

2335 +VAT Mixture of wireless doorbell equipment by 
Lloytron

2336 Apple iPhone 6 with cracked screen, possibly 
locked to iCloud account, Amazon tablet and 
another unbranded tablet (both with cracked 
screens)

2337 2 Asus laptops to include 1 with psu

2338 +VAT Pair of Apple AirPods 1st generation with 
charging case in box

2339 2 Apple airport stations (no psu)

2340 Various Apple phones for spares and repairs 
(heavily damaged screens, possibly locked to 
iCloud accounts)

2341 Apple iPod model A1574 (locked to iCloud 
account)

2342 Aviator style Ray Bans in case

2343 2 copies of Shadow of the Tomb Raider game 
together with Swan digital camera and a pair of 
headphones

2344 +VAT Razer Kraken gaming headset in box

2345 +VAT 2 Morantz professional PMD-901V 
wearable video cameras

2346 Xbox Elite controller in carry case

2347 +VAT Audio Technica digital tabletop 
microphone in box

2348 +VAT Cocoon camera together with an IP turret 
camera by Eagle

2349 (R49) Samsung 43'' TV model UE43RU7100K 
with remote

2350 +VAT (R23 & B13) 55" LG 4K TV model 
55UP81009LR, no stand

2351 +VAT 55" Sony TV Model number KD-
55XH8196 include remote control - no stand

2352 +VAT (R47) Hisense 55'' TV model 
55A7100FTUK (no stand)

2353 Sharp 50'' TV model 50BL2KA (TV has blurred 
image to bottom portion of screen)

2354 +VAT (R48) Samsung 32'' TV model 
UE32T4307AK with remote
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2355 Samsung 65'' curve screen TV model 
UE65H8000 (has 2 blemish marks on screen)

2356 +VAT R39 32" Toshiba TV 32WK3C63DB (B19)

2357 +VAT Asus 27'' curve screen monitor (no psu)

2358 Lexsor 32'' LCD TV with built in speakers and 
remote control

2359 R42 Avtex 27'' digital TV with remote (no stand 
or power supply)

2360 +VAT (R14&15 and B7) 43" TCL TV model 
43C720K, no stand

2361 +VAT R43,R44 43" TCL 4K TV 43C720K (B22)

2362 +VAT R34 TCL 43" TV 43C720K with damaged 
screen

2363 +VAT HP Omen 30L gaming desktop computer 
with AMD Ryzen 7 cpu, 16gb ram, 500gb 
storage plus 2tb backup storage running 
Windows 10, RTX 3070 Ti gpu with MSI 
keyboard, mouse and box

2364 Dell Latitude laptop with Intel core i5 8th gen 
cpu, 8gb ram, 256gb storage running Windows 
10 with ViewSonic monitor and HP Colour 
LaserJet Pro MFPM281 printer, Dell Type C 
dock, keyboard and mouse

2365 +VAT MSI Vigor GK3 gaming combo keyboard 
set in box

2366 HP server hdd's, Sony storage server, 2 routers 
and a 16 port network switch

2367 +VAT Acer Aspire 5715Z laptop (no hdd, no 
psu)

2368 +VAT Acer Aspire 5 core i3 10th gen laptop, no 
storage, with psu

2369 +VAT HP Pavilion core i3 desktop computer with 
psu

2370 TomTom Live satnav with mount and charging 
cable

2371 +VAT USB powered gaming headset

2372 Chinon 35-200mm lens

2373 +VAT BT Advanced Digital Home Phone

2374 Garmin satnav with charging cable and action 
camera in tray

2375 +VAT Canon EOS 1200D digital SLR camera 
with Canon EF75-300mm lens and EFS18-
55mm lens

2376 Emporio Armani gents wristwatch with black 
leather strap

2377 2 reproduction Russian bars

2378 Selection of desktop computer hard drives for 
spares, inc. Modular power supply, no cables

2379 Amazon Fire TV stick in box

2380 +VAT Microsoft Surface Duo android mobile 
phone, 128GB storage, 6GB RAM, in glacier 
white finish, Model 1930

2381 Xbox carbon black controller in box

2382 Samsung S3 mini in box

2383 Netgear AX1800 wifi router

2384 Car radio system by Silvercrest

2385 Umarex CPS Sport pellet gun, gas powered with 
pellets

2386 Sennheiser HD 206 and Turtle Beach Recon 
200 headset

2387 Box containing selection of Tony Wood studio 
character jugs 
£20-30

2388 3 albums of UK first day covers

2389 Tray containing various first day covers and 
stamp albums with contents

2390 WH Smith historic newspaper reissue for The 
Times Wednesday November 9th 1910

2391 Tray containing various postcards

2392 Blue plastic crate containing various collectible 
stamp sets on and off paper

2393 Tray containing various post cards, Western 
Australia, France, Canada etc., and 3 large 
photo binder albums

2394 Tray containing wide selection of first day covers 
in albums

2395 Plastic crate containing trading cards, various 
inc. John Player & Sons

2396 Crate containing wide selection of loose Brooke 
Bond teacards, some sets, some part

2397 Brooke Bond teacards, mostly in complete sets

2398 Tray containing various stamp albums inc. 
South Africa, Isle of Man, Guernsey, Jamaica, 
etc.

2399 Paperback collector card albums, stamp 
albums, and other souvenir albums (no 
contents)

2400 Tray containing various paperback and binder 
stamp albums inc. world stamps

2401 3 stamp album binders with various contents, 
and 2 slip cases containing various stock book 
sheets with stamps

2402 Ilford photograph paper inc. multi grade 4 FB 
fibre 100-sheet 10x8" paper
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2403 Carl Zeiss Jena 10x50 W binoculars with leather 
case

2404 Sanyo 8mm camcorder VM-LC100P

2405 Compact VHS player by JVC with carry case

2406 Canon EOS 600 film camera with lens and carry 
case

2407 Tray containing selection of used digital camera 
by Canon Casio and others

2408 Bag of various digital camera spares inc. Canon 
and others

2409 Tray of various camera zoom lenses inc. 2 x 
Zenit film cameras

2410 Hornby Railways electric train set GWR freight 
set in box

2411 Revell Frigate USS Constitution Model 1:96 
scale, in box

2412 Tray containing selection of War Illustrated 
magazines and selection of binders with 
magazines

2413 5 crates of LP vinyl records inc. 3 singles

2414 Digital camera by Canon, and Olympus AF1 
mini camera

2415 Mirror edged moving picture wall feature with 
box

2416 Prinz Magnon LV cine projector

2417 Various light fitting stands, and collapsible 
reflector screen

2418 2 Oriental dragon themed hall decorations

2419 +VAT Olympus Tokyo power supply unit with 
Olympus Medical Research Council microscope, 
with eye pieces

2420 Mirrored tray with 2 cut glass pieces

2421 3 bags of various costume jewellery and bag 
containing small selection of fold out fans

2422 Bag of costume jewellery

2423 Panasonic VHS camera in carry case

2424 Toshiba stereo music system console unit 
SM3350 and pair of Toshiba speakers

2425 Dr Who figure collectibles

2426 Box containing various figurines, dies cast 
vehicles and playsets

2427 Box of various Corgi collectible buses inc. Dart 
44701 model

2428 Tray of 00/H0 gauge engines and coaches

2429 Box containing wide variety of Hornby railways 
trackside accessories and buildings

2430 Tray of 00/H0 gauge engines and coaches

2431 Tray of Dr Who character accessories in boxes

2432 Star Trek Galaxy collection figures inc. Sulu and 
Scottie

2433 Tray containing selection of Airfix railway system 
coaches and rolling stock

2434 Tray containing various loose playworn die cast 
vehicles, some commercial

2435 Tray of various boxed die cast vehicles incl 
Corgi, and ONYX F1 model Williams Renault 
FW14 1:24 scale model Nigel Mansell car

2436 Vintage bear 
£30-40

2437 Scalextric 400 electric model racing F1 set, 
boxed

2438 Original omnibus Corgi die cast model buses 
inc. 1997 China Motor bus

2439 Box containing selection of cap badges, Royal 
Engineers Northants, Beds & Herts badges etc.

2440 Box containing Hornby Dublo vintage track 
pieces

2441 Plastic tray containing Hornby Dublo 3 rail track

2442 2 clubs inc. one from natural wood and one 
hardwood

2443 Xbox 360 console with accessories, psu and 
headphones

2444 Bag of various electrical components

2445 Large scale wooden chessboard, no pieces

2446 4 trays containing large selection of die cast 
vehicles

2447 Tray containing various fishing accessories

2448 Remote control black Spiderman character

2449 Bag containing a Vegas light roulette wheel

2450 Costume jewellery box with various costume 
jewellery items

2451 Costume jewellery items, watches, pens, 
cufflinks etc

2452 Selection of watches, costume jewellery items, 
brooches, some boxed

2453 Softtech gents oversized wrist watch

2454 Tray of Avon jewellery

2455 Ladies yellow metal strapped cocktail watch 
£20-30

2456 Various glasswares, bric a brac, collectables 
and some crowns
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2457 various watches, costume jewellery items and 
other accessories

2458 Bag containing a selection of watches to include 
Seconda and others

2459 Two boxes containing various bric a brac items, 
collectable snowman figurine, Cloisonné items 
and others

2460 Shell car care kit

2461 Tray containing vintage postcards

2462 Tray of various collectable trading cards, 
postcards etc 
£30-40

2463 Silver-plated scissor and spoon set in fitted case

2464 Miniature pistol in case

2465 Various wrist watches to include digital watches, 
Ingersoll pocket watch

2466 Plastic tray containing various costume jewellery 
items, bric a brac etc

2467 Bag of various watches for spares and repairs

2468 Power Rangers playset figures together with a 
Caterpillar commercial digger toy

2469 Two Akai reel to reel tape recorders to include 
one with minor damage

2470 Goodmans One Ten stereo radio receiver 
amplifier

2471 Pioneer Audio Video stereo receiver SXV200

2472 +VAT Two Panasonic RF 2400D radios

2473 Rotel solid state AM/FM receiver model RX400A

2474 +VAT Leak troughline FM unit model 3

2475 Two collectable pieces of hifi to include a 
Pioneer stereo tuner model TX5500 MKII and a 
Pioneer stereo amplifier model SA540

2476 Two vintage number plates marked N.T104-470

2477 Box containing a large selection of tape 
cassettes

2478 JVC micro hifi system with CD player, speakers 
and remote

2479 Tray containing various remote controls and 
other accessories, also includes a Sony portable 
radio system model ICF-SW7600GR

2480 Two trays of bric a brac items

2481 Bag of Sky router accessories, adjustable phone 
tripod and other items

2482 Large bag of cabling

2483 +VAT Box of various IT sundries, two port video 
switches and three monitors (for spares and 
repairs)

2484 Jigsaw puzzles and action figure jet toy

2485 +VAT Bag of various microphone stands, other 
adjustments, cables, HDMI extension cables, 
spares and repairs kits etc

2486 +VAT Tray containing various electrical 
sundries, GPS system, PC speakers and other 
IT

2487 +VAT STA800D digital stereo PA amplifier 
together with an RMX112 12 channel line mixer, 
boxed

2488 +VAT Two power walker back up battery 
systems to include a power walker SHL unit in 
box

2489 +VAT Four Pulse PWN200 VHS units together 
with a desktop microphone kit

2490 +VAT Pulse Plus mixer amplifier together with a 
Pulse DAB FM tuner

2491 +VAT Hitachi mini amplifier CD player system, 
damaged

2492 +VAT Arcan CD player, no other accessories or 
remote

2493 Tray of various electrical components to include 
docks, speakers, other cabling equipment

2494 +VAT Goodmans HDMI DVD player

2495 +VAT Albany wireless bluetooth speaker

2496 Yamaha natural sounds stereo cassette deck 
model KX-393

2497 +VAT ETA Systems creative light and sound 
company conditioned power distribution unit 
together with a Behringer Composer Pro XL 
audio interface

2498 Sonos Play 5 speaker together with a network 
bridge

2499 Two Akai satellite speakers

2500 +VAT Two active clever audio powered stereo 
speaker set

2501 Bose PC companion sub woofer

2502 Bose model AV38 media centre with various 
speakers, sub woofer, cabling and remote

2503 Bose wave radio CD player with antenna

2504 +VAT HDMI 2x8 splitter amplifier together with a 
Toa PA amplifier model 2120 and a Toa PA 
amplifier model 1806

2505 Three Roberts radios to include a Stream 93i
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2506 Hanns G 19" monitor together with a Humax 
freeview satellite viewer

2507 Arcam Alpha 7R amplifier together with an 
Arcam Alpha 7SC CD player

2508 Sony FM stereo tuner together with a Video 
Logic DAB radio tuner

2509 Roberts I Stream 3 revival radio in box

2510 +VAT Pulse PMH200 mixer

2511 Hitachi 22" TV

2512 Bang and Olufsen speakers with soft covers

2513 Wharfedale Linton XP4 bookshelf speakers in 
wood finish

2514 +VAT Clever Acoustics DAB FM tuner

2515 +VAT Edifier multimedia speaker set in box

2516 +VAT Edifier multimedia speaker set in box

2517 Various vinyl records to include Yngwie 
Malmsteen

2518 Box containing various 7'' vinyl records

2519 Crate containing various vinyl records to include 
10CC Greatest Hits, Winwood and Kylie 
Minogue

2520 Bag of CD's by various artists

2521 Box containing various vinyl records to include 
various classical artists

2522 Box containing various vinyl records to include 
Doctor Hook, Last Men and Sweet Salvation

2523 Tray containing a large selection of 7'' single 
vinyl records

2524 Box of various 7'' vinyl records by various artists

2525 Tray containing a large selection of blu-ray discs 
to include 22 Jump Street, Despicable Me, John 
Wick : Chapter 2 and others

2526 +VAT 2 boxes containing VGA cables with 3.5 
audio lead adaptor

2527 Box containing various DVDs inc. British Steam 
Railways

2528 3 pots containing various Jubilee coinage, world 
coinage and other collectable coins

2529 Bag containing various Canadian coins and a 
selection of Royal Mail post stamps

2530 Variety of ballpoint and other pens to include 
Schaeffer, Parker and others

2531 Sheet containing various collectable medals, 
commemorative coins, etc

2532 Royal Crown Derby fine bone china pheasant 
model together with a Royal Crown Derby bone 
china plate

2533 Safe deposit box containing various early 
banknotes, GB coinage, etc

2534 2 cult pocket knives together with a selection of 
Swiss Army and other pocket knives

2535 Harman/Kardon Sound Sticks 3 speakers

2536 Various Lego and other playset pieces in bag

2537 Buffalo 500gb drive station

2538 +VAT Hands free controller for tablets and 
computers by Air Turn, Equinox smoke machine 
and a sound projector

2539 Picture Mate portable printer by Epson

2540 LG tower speakers together with centre speaker 
and subwoofer

2541 Various posters in box to include various movie 
posters featuring The Gatling Gun and Hell's 
Chosen Few

2542 Yamaha recurve bow system with Quix Super 
QS 70'' arms, sight, practice target, various 
arrows, wooden specialised case and easel with 
target mount

2543 +VAT Large group of speaker stands, TV 
stands, wall brackets and TV bracket floor 
stands

2544 +VAT Pulse Tracker I300 speaker in box

2545 +VAT Goodmans 60w 2.1 soundbar in box

2546 +VAT Citronic live mixing console

2547 +VAT Various boxes of electrical components, 
cables, Pulse accessories, speakers, HDMI 
splitters, etc

2548 +VAT TCL wireless soundbar and subwoofer kit 
with remote

2549 Selection of cross member post bracket holders 
with clips and accessories

2550 +VAT Sony GTK XB90 speaker (no power 
cable)

2551 +VAT Touchdown Audio sound speaker with 
wireless charging

2552 +VAT Various mounted vector, pulse and other 
speakers and custom audio speaker drivers

2553 +VAT Citronic CDM10-4 mixer

2554 +VAT Casio digital keyboard model CTK-2550 in 
box

2555 +VAT XBoard 49 EMU digital keyboard
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2556 +VAT Box of various studio sundries, mixer 
units, USB powered mic accessories and 
headphones

2557 +VAT Behringer DJX700 mixer

2558 +VAT Fostex 160 multitracker mixer

2559 Pioneer DJM 800 mixer

2560 Vox Valvetronix guitar speaker

2561 Orange Crush 20 guitar amplifier speaker

2562 Squire SP10 guitar speaker

2563 Torque T100 GA unit

2564 Kustom 10FX guitar speaker

2565 +VAT LED DJ light globe light and dynamic 
microphone

2566 Yamaha portable mixing station

2567 +VAT Casio CTK1150 keyboard with stand

2568 Student violin with bow and case

2569 +VAT Peavey Rage 158 speaker with box

2570 Tablet pedestal stand tripod with case

2571 +VAT Ibiza mirror ball (possibly damaged) in 
box

2572 StarForce SBA 140 guitar speaker

2573 +VAT Third Avenue classical shape acoustic 
guitar

2574 Yamaha Portatone PSR22 keyboard with box

2575 Fencing foil with rounded tip and slip case

2576 +VAT Squire Stratocaster by Fender 6 string 
electric guitar in black and white finish with case

2577 +VAT Fender 125 dreadnought acoustic guitar 
in box

2578 +VAT Casio CTK3500 keyboard with stand, psu 
and headphones

2579 Solid top Made in Spain 6 string acoustic guitar 
with slip case

2580 +VAT 3 heavy duty cases to include a Pely case

2581 2 speaker light stand tripods in Manfrotto carry 
case

2582 +VAT Twin pedestal speaker karaoke system 
with microphones and damaged speaker

2583 +VAT Bag containing various e-liquid resin fluids 
and vape kit fluids

3001 +VAT Delonghi PrimaDonna Soul coffee 
machine in box

3002 +VAT Delonghi Dinamica Plus coffee machine

3003 +VAT Delonghi Magnifica Evo espresso coffee 
machine

3004 +VAT Delonghi Magnifica S Smart coffee 
machine

3005 +VAT Delonghi Magnifica S Smart coffee 
machine

3006 +VAT Sage Barista express coffee machine

3007 +VAT Kenwood Multi Pro XL food processor

3008 +VAT KitchenAid 4.3L standing mixer

3009 +VAT Nespresso Vertuo Plus Magimix coffee 
machine

3010 +VAT Nespresso Vertuo Plus Magimix coffee 
machine

3011 +VAT Nespresso Magimix Vertuo Plus coffee 
machine

3012 +VAT Nespresso Magimix Vertuo Plus coffee 
machine

3013 +VAT Nespresso Magimix Vertuo Plus coffee 
machine

3014 +VAT Nespresso Magimix Vertuo Plus coffee 
machine

3015 +VAT Nespresso Magimix Vertuo Plus coffee 
machine

3016 +VAT Kenwood Multi Pro compact all in one 
system food processor

3017 +VAT Kenwood Multi Pro compact all in one 
system food processor accessories (Parts only)

3018 +VAT Kenwood Multi Pro compact food 
processor

3019 +VAT Gourmia digital air fryer

3020 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3021 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3022 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3023 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3024 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3025 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3026 Seca weighing scales

3027 Box containing mixed household ware

3028 +VAT Kirkland heavy-duty laundry detergent

3029 Tefal 3 tier food steamer

3030 Box of headband lights

3031 Mixed lot containing clothing and Suit Company 
bags plus another box of mini diaries etc
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3032 +VAT Box containing Bosch coffee machine, 
iron and a hot chocolate velvetiser

3033 Box of mixed cutlery, kitchen knives etc

3034 +VAT Small stack of rugs and mats

3035 +VAT Box containing approximately 30 pairs of 
ladies fashion sunglasses

3036 +VAT Box containing approximately 15 pairs of 
reading glasses

3037 +VAT Box containing Nespresso coffee machine 
and some used pans

3038 +VAT Box of Starfrit 'the Rock' pans

3039 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3040 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3041 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3042 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3043 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3044 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3045 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3046 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3047 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3048 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3049 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3050 Box containing mugs, small teapots etc

3051 Box containing cast iron sizzle stands

3052 Basket containing mixed soft cuddly toys

3053 +VAT Instant Pot multi use pressure cooker

3054 +VAT Instant Pot multi use pressure cooker

3055 +VAT Instant Pot Duo gourmet multi use 
pressure cooker

3056 +VAT Instant Pot Duo gourmet multi use 
pressure cooker

3057 +VAT Instant Pot Duo gourmet multi use 
pressure cooker

3058 +VAT Instant Pot Duo gourmet multi use 
pressure cooker

3059 +VAT Instant Pot Duo gourmet multi use 
pressure cooker

3060 +VAT Instant Pot Gourmet Crisp + Air fryer

3061 +VAT Instant Pot Gourmet Crisp + Air fryer

3062 +VAT Instant Pot Gourmet Crisp + Air fryer

3063 +VAT Instant Pot Gourmet Crisp + Air fryer

3064 +VAT Instant Vortex Plus dual air fryer

3065 +VAT Instant Vortex Plus dual air fryer

3066 +VAT 9 unboxed Gourmia digital air fryers plus 
an Instant Dual air fryer

3067 +VAT 3 unboxed Sabatier dish racks

3068 +VAT 2 boxed digital glass scales plus one 
unboxed

3069 +VAT Bag of mixed assorted items to include 
Oral-B toothbrushes, sun readers, thermometers 
etc

3070 +VAT Tray containing mixed cleaning detergent, 
glass cleaner etc

3071 +VAT Tray containing bowls, freezer bags, 
kitchen utensils etc

3072 +VAT Bag of mixed assorted lighting and other 
items

3073 +VAT Small bag of drinking bottles

3074 +VAT Chef & Sommelier France wineglass set

3075 +VAT Tefal sauté pan

3076 +VAT Box of Purpose Stoneware bowls and 
some Maxwell Williams mugs

3077 +VAT Unboxed Instant Vortex dual air fryer

3078 +VAT Vaporella steamer iron

3079 +VAT Philips clothes steamer plus a Philips 
steamer iron

3080 +VAT 2 boxed Kilner glass drink dispensers plus 
one unboxed

3081 +VAT 2 boxed Kilner glass drink dispensers plus 
one unboxed

3082 +VAT Delonghi espresso coffee machine

3083 +VAT Nescafe Dolce Gusto Delonghi Infinissima 
coffee machine

3084 +VAT 2 Nescafe Dolce Gusto mini me coffee 
machine

3085 +VAT 2 Nescafe Dolce Gusto mini-me coffee 
machine

3086 +VAT Atmos diffuser plus an electric wine set

3087 +VAT Braun multi quick 9 hand whisker

3088 +VAT Braun multi quick 9 hand whisker

3089 +VAT Braun multi quick 9 hand whisker

3090 +VAT Dualit 4 slice toaster and kettle

3091 +VAT Daewoo halogen 17L air fryer

3092 +VAT Daewoo halogen 17L air fryer

3093 +VAT Mixed lot of kitchenware to include 4 slice 
toasters, electric single hob, water urn, kettle etc
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3094 +VAT Box of Gatorade orange flavour sports 
drinks

3095 +VAT Box of mixed kitchenware

3096 +VAT Space saver laundry basket

3097 Box of the Suit Company suit bags

3098 Box of children's fishing toys

3099 Trays of Fcuk body creams

3100 +VAT Box containing a Braun multi quick 9 hand 
whisker accessories (Parts only)

3101 +VAT Unboxed Panasonic automatic bread 
maker

3102 Box of knee pads

3103 Verismo Starbucks coffee machine

3104 +VAT Compact buffet server and warming tray

3105 +VAT Unboxed Nespresso coffee machine

3106 +VAT 2 OttLite LED desklamps

3107 +VAT Instant pot multi-use pressure cooker

3108 Saltier spiraliser and a kitchen scale

3109 +VAT 3 boxes of signature mugs

3110 +VAT Eurocast professional series cookware set

3111 +VAT Cookware set

3112 Starfrit 'The Rock' cookware set

3113 +VAT Box of loose Shark steam mops

3114 +VAT 6 mini storage caddies

3115 +VAT Various items to include a dish rack, 
napkins, box of water etc

3116 2 large boxes of mixed kitchenware

3117 +VAT Box containing white tissue

3118 +VAT Box of Elegance bed linen

3119 +VAT Box of face masks

3120 Biscuit barrel plus various mixed kitchenware

3121 Reactive latex pillow

3122 +VAT Unboxed DeLonghi Magnifica S Smart 
coffee machine

3124 +VAT 2 Russell Hobbs kettles

3125 +VAT Russell Hobbs black 4 slice toaster

3126 +VAT Original electric glass kettle

3127 +VAT Russell Hobbs illuminating glass kettle

3128 +VAT Carnival popcorn maker plus a small 
candy grabber and a slush puppy machine

3129 +VAT Small stack of chopping boards

3130 +VAT Box containing tumblers, Stoneware bowl 
set and a smart LED strip light set

3131 +VAT Gelato Chef automatic ice cream and 
sorbet maker

3132 Berg coffee machine

3133 +VAT Water filter jug plus cartridges and the 
Criss Cross table lamp set

3134 +VAT Unboxed Gourmet triple buffet server and 
warming station

3135 +VAT Multi polar slimming system

3136 +VAT Smart edition vegetable grower

3137 +VAT Unboxed Nespresso Delonghi coffee 
machine and a juicer

3138 +VAT Bag of mixed assorted household ware

3139 +VAT Sabatier expandable dishrack

3140 Box of mixed kitchenware

3141 +VAT Samsung Jet 70-Series cordless stick 
vacuum with box and accessories

3142 +VAT Samsung Jet 70-Series cordless stick 
vacuum with box and accessories

3143 +VAT Samsung Jet 70-Series cordless stick 
vacuum with box and accessories

3144 +VAT Samsung Jet 70-Series cordless stick 
vacuum with box and accessories

3145 +VAT Samsung Jet 90-Series cordless stick 
vacuum

3146 +VAT Samsung PowerStick Jet V7 900 vacuum 
with box

3147 Bissell Icon 25v vacuum with pole, head, 
charger and attachments plus a steam mop

3148 +VAT Bissell Icon 25v cordless vacuum with 
pole and head

3149 +VAT Handheld Dyson DC35 vacuum with pole, 
head, 2 attachments and charger

3150 +VAT Handheld Dyson DC44 multi-floor vacuum 
with pole, head, 2 attachments and charger

3151 Handheld Dyson DC35 vacuum with pole, head, 
attachments and charger

3152 +VAT Handheld Bosch vacuum with pole, head 
and battery

3153 +VAT 2 unboxed WooZoo desktop fans

3154 +VAT 2 boxed WooZoo desktop fans

3155 +VAT 2 boxed WooZoo desktop fans

3156 +VAT Bissell SpotClean ProHeat 
carpet/upholstery washer
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3157 +VAT Meaco room air circulator fan

3158 Vax Compact steam cleaner

3159 +VAT Beldray Turbospin cordless vacuum

3160 +VAT H-Handy Express vacuum with charger

3161 Mini tower fan

3162 +VAT Beldray Airpower cordless vacuum

3163 +VAT Box containing a pedestal fan, missing 
base, plus some Flash wet cloths

3164 Box of assorted kitchenware to include coffee 
machines, pans etc.

3165 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3166 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3167 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3168 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3169 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3170 Henry vacuum with box

3171 2 tug-along Dyson vacuums

3172 +VAT Tug-along Miele vacuum with pole

3173 +VAT Tug-along Miele vacuum with pole

3174 Tug-along Morphy Richards vacuum cleaner

3175 +VAT Bosch 25.2v cordless upright vacuum, no 
charger

3176 Vax upright vacuum

3177 Upright Vax vacuum

3178 +VAT Bissell carpet cleaner

3179 +VAT Vax upright vacuum

3180 Upright Gtech AirRam with charger

3181 Upright Gtech AirRam

3182 Upright Gtech AirRam with charger

3183 Upright Gtech AirRam with charger

3184 Upright Gtech AirRam with charger

3185 +VAT Powerglide floor cleaner with battery, 
pads and charger

3186 +VAT 2 upright Shark steam mops

3187 Tug-along Miele vacuum with pole

3188 +VAT Upright Bissell multi-surface cleaning 
system

3189 +VAT Shark DuoClean anti-hairwrap vacuum

3190 +VAT Shark DuoClean anti-hairwrap vacuum

3191 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole, 
head and small bag of accessories

3192 +VAT Commercial fryer

3193 +VAT Dettol cleaning detergent, box of arts & 
crafts supplies, hot chocolate gift sets etc.

3194 +VAT Large pallet of various household ware

3195 +VAT Magnetic dry-erase board

3196 2 pedestal fans for spares/repairs

3197 +VAT Tyson Fury 'Gypsy King' glove display box

3198 +VAT Supreme skateboard (board only)

3199 +VAT Coach New York handbag in army green

3200 +VAT Stella McCartney sunglasses with bag

3201 +VAT 3 Uncontrol label eau de parfums

3202 +VAT Wake-up light plus an automatic upper-
arm blood pressure monitor and Panasonic 
beard/hair trimmer

3203 +VAT Box of Melitta coffee machine cleaning 
liquid

3204 2 59Fifty caps

3205 +VAT 3 Osprey London leather purses

3206 Box of various perfumes to include Paco 
Rabanne '1 Million', Chanel, Versace etc.

3207 +VAT Oral-B toothbrush set

3208 +VAT Approx. 60 Sharpie pens

3209 +VAT Hoodie in a box

3210 Damascus steel knife set in case

3211 +VAT 2 Samsonite backpacks

3212 Premier large fabric suitcase

3213 +VAT Large hard shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3214 +VAT Large hard shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3215 +VAT Large hard shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3216 +VAT Large hard shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3217 +VAT Large hard shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3218 +VAT Large hard shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3219 +VAT Large hard shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3220 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase
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3221 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase

3222 +VAT Large grey fabric suitcase

3223 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3224 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3225 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3226 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3227 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3228 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3229 +VAT DeWalt tool bag

3230 +VAT 3 mini hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcases plus a small fabric rolling case

3231 +VAT Sky Miles blue fabric suitcase

3232 +VAT Vici roller duffel suitcase

3233 +VAT Titan rolling cooler bag

3234 +VAT Titan Deep Freeze lunchbag plus 
backpack

3235 +VAT Titan Deep Freeze backpack

3236 +VAT Snuggledown Ultimate Luxury duvet plus 
a Sanderson Luxury deep-filled pair of pillows

3237 +VAT Portable memory foam lapdesk plus a 
Linen House Australia king quilt cover set

3238 Box of iPod Nano leather cases

3239 One Tree Hill black fabric handbag

3240 +VAT Squishimal toy

3241 +VAT Large throw

3242 Bag of mixed Shein clothing

3243 Box of Pampers nappies

3244 Box of mixed children's moulded toys and a 
unicorn light

3245 Box of mixed bags plus another box containing 
vanity case, jewellery boxes, assorted gloves, 
scarves etc.

3246 4 boxes of mixed clothing to include knitwear, 
jackets etc.

3247 Box of Ergobook iPad Air covers

3248 Wicker basket containing mixed bags

3249 +VAT 2 sofa cushions

3250 Boxes of velcro lampshades

3251 Large quantity of Micro-USB sync cables

3252 5 boxes of children's teddy wall-mounted hooks

3253 +VAT Unigear ski boot backpack

3254 Tray of USB smart heated vests

3255 2 large packs of anti-bacterial handgel

3256 +VAT Box of artificial green flowers plus another 
box of candles, artificial flowers etc.

3257 Tray of mixed evening bags

3258 3 boxes of small scented soaps

3259 +VAT Titan Deep Freeze lunch pack plus a 
Samsonite backpack

3260 2 boxes of 11" and 15" MacBook Air covers

3261 +VAT Box of personalised bracelets, mini wall 
plaques etc.

3262 +VAT Mini blue fabric case

3263 Mini hard-shelled 'Winnie the Pooh' suitcase 
plus another blue case

3264 Box of various pet bowls

3265 Box of small plastic pet beds

3266 Laundry basket containing mixed toiletries to 
include Gillette shaving blades etc.

3267 +VAT Large stack of mixed towels and a box of 
hangers

3268 7 boxes of poster rolls

3269 +VAT Seville Classics desk-riser

3270 Box of assorted toiletries and cosmetics

3271 Box containing a large quantity of men's 
Lonsdale London underwear, briefs, base-layer 
tops etc.

3272 Box of mixed men's shirts, underwear, socks 
etc.

3273 +VAT Box of mixed-style plain t-shirts

3274 +VAT Seville Classics desk-riser

3275 Box of mixed fancy dress items

3276 Large quantity of cardboard display 
stands/boxes

3277 Box containing a large quantity of thermal flask 
vacuum jugs

3278 +VAT 25-shelf drying rack

3279 4 trays of mixed household items

3280 2 large boxes of mixed children's books

3281 +VAT Boxed baby walker
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3282 +VAT Large roll of photographic paper

3283 three boxes of various arts and crafts, pastels 
etc

3284 +VAT Floor lamp base (no lamp)

3285 Box containing a large quantity of mini flyer 3.5 
channel infrared control helicopters

3286 Box containing a large quantity of mini flyer 3.5 
channel infrared control helicopters

3287 Box containing a large quantity of mini flyer 3.5 
channel infrared control helicopters

3288 Box containing a large quantity of mini flyer 3.5 
channel infrared control helicopters

3289 +VAT Box containings some "Dad's taxi" 
keyrings, other assorted keyrings, plaques etc

3290 +VAT Crib mattress

3291 +VAT Box containing assorted collectable 
figures to include Marvel figurines, Big Hero, 
Game of Thrones etc

3292 +VAT Tray of assorted collectable figures to 
include Marvel figurines, Game of Thrones, 
Eaglemoss etc

3293 +VAT Tray of assorted collectable figures to 
include Marvel figurines, Game of Thrones, 
Eaglemoss etc

3294 +VAT Tray of assorted collectable figures to 
include Game of Thrones, Eaglemoss, Marvel, 
Mushi collectable fridges etc

3295 +VAT Tray of Play Fusion limited edition figures, 
Eaglemoss, Marvel etc

3296 +VAT Tray of assorted collectable figures to 
include Big Hero 6, Game of Thrones, Marvel

3297 +VAT Tray of assorted collectable figures to 
include Big Hero 6, Game of Thrones, Marvel

3298 +VAT Two Play Fusion limited edition 
Lightseekers figures

3299 Bag of tablet covers

3300 Approx. 30 Skecher t shirts

3301 Box of approx. 30 Dockers and Glacier t shirts 
and polo tops

3302 ?

3303 Box of approx 30 ladies Skecher t shirts

3304 Box containing various sport clothing to include 
Adidas, Under Armour etc

3305 +VAT Small Carefoam mattress

3306 +VAT Rolling cart

3307 +VAT Large brown Kirkland dog bed

3308 +VAT Igloo max cold roller cooler box

3309 +VAT Two A4 home file and storage boxes

3310 +VAT Two Waterpik water flossers

3311 +VAT Box containing approx 21 filter cartridges

3312 +VAT Box of fishing bait

3313 +VAT Box containing insulated coffee pots

3314 +VAT home collection weighted blanket

3315 +VAT Moses basket (basket only)

3316 +VAT Neat Freak modular storage set

3317 +VAT Quantity of various sized storage boxes

3318 +VAT Box of UQ one size lightweight caps

3319 Two trays of various household

3320 Box of various wall clocks

3321 +VAT Large quantity of paper craft toppers

3322 +VAT One boxed plus one boxed clothes airers

3323 Four boxes of bubble wrap envelopes

3324 Three boxes of bubble wrap envelopes

3325 +VAT Boxed and unboxed Sealy airbeds

3326 +VAT Weight bar

3327 +VAT Child's wooden climbing frame set

3328 +VAT Four assorted toys

3329 Chip robotic dog

3330 +VAT Slip and slide water slide

3331 +VAT Wahoo bike indoor training system

3332 +VAT Clothes airer and a Tommy Bahama 
parasol

3333 +VAT Three boxed pairs of Columbia men's 
weatherproof boots, a boxes pair of men's 
Khombu boot and a pair of mens Kirkland 
slippers

3334 Used pair of DeWalt safety boots size 7

3335 +VAT Shelf containing six boxed pairs of 
Skecher go walk air shoes

3336 +VAT Six boxed pairs of Skechers shoes

3337 +VAT Five boxed pairs of Scholl sandals

3338 +VAT Two tennis rackets

3339 +VAT Gym locker weight belt

3340 +VAT Bravose 16oz black and gold boxing 
gloves

3341 +VAT Lifetime basketball stand to include pole, 
backboard and hoop
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3342 Large pallet of assorted bags to include 
backpacks, hiking bags, suitcases etc

3343 +VAT Large pallet of mixed items to include 
mugs, hot chocolate drinking sets, tissues, box 
of various toys etc

3344 York fitness weight bench plus a Everlast body 
dipper machine

3345 +VAT Electric folding treadmill

3346 York fitness exercise bike

3347 +VAT Royal baby push along bike

3348 Remote control battle tank

3349 +VAT Rainbow high colour changing car

3350 +VAT Nerf pedal go kart

3351 +VAT Two OMG LOL surprise collatable sets

3352 +VAT LOL surprise exclusive doll set

3353 +VAT Mixture of toys to include four swing ball 
sets, two Nerf guns etc

3354 +VAT Box of Dunlop rackets

3355 Nerf Rampage gun

3356 +VAT Stunt Ripper remote control car

3357 +VAT Lego Technic Mclaren GTR set

3358 +VAT Two Bratz dolls

3359 +VAT Three rainbow high collectable dolls

3360 +VAT Speak and learn puppy, Little Tikes 
electric guitar and a summer fun sand table

3361 Two red and silver remote control cars with 
remotes

3362 +VAT Baby Annabell doll plus a Baby Bjorn 
styling mermaid head plus other dolls

3363 Tray of various bags, candle holder etc

3364 Box of mixed Disney soft toys, Donkey, Winnie 
the Pooh etc

3365 Large Winnie the Pooh stuffed cuddly toy plus 
some Disney collectable cuddly toys

3366 +VAT Three swimming pools and a slip and 
slide water slide

3367 +VAT MD Sports game in box

3368 +VAT Boxed and unboxed water slides, 
swimming pools etc

3369 +VAT Everlast Powercore heavy bag kit

3370 +VAT Dismantled Samba football goal

3371 +VAT H2O Go swimming pool

3372 +VAT Child's learning table

3373 Pallet of assorted background craft paper

3374 Pallet of assorted background craft paper

3375 Pallet of assorted background craft paper

3376 +VAT Pallet containing approx. 28 boxes of 
KanBan card making kits

3377 +VAT Pallet containing approx. 28 boxes of 
KanBan card making kits

3378 +VAT Pallet containing approx. 28 boxes of 
KanBan card making kits

3379 +VAT Pallet containing approx. 28 boxes of 
KanBan card making kits

3380 Selection of bags, wallets etc

3381 +VAT Backpacks, iPad sleeve, tote bags, Lunch 
box/cool bag, laundry basket, pet carrier etc

3382 +VAT Bag containing women's clothing 
including Sosandar, Roman, Pretty Little Thing 
etc

3383 +VAT Alfred Angelo bridal dress in cream and 
white (used condition), no size showing on 
garment (comes in Wed2B carrying case)

3384 +VAT XN8 Sports tri-fold yoga mat

3385 +VAT Nevershare syringes, Endodontic 
Irrigation syringe with needle, F&P nasal mask, 
Serola belt, bandages etc

3386 Coffee and tea items

3387 +VAT Bag containing selection of ladies' 
clothing from Sezane, Joules, New Look and 
Mistress Rocks

3388 +VAT Graydon spring back cricket stumps

3389 +VAT Pro Elite Platinum Edition pull along duffle 
bag

3390 +VAT Box of assorted food

3391 Large box of books, novels etc

3392 Large box of books, novels etc

3393 +VAT Large box of various toiletries etc

3394 +VAT Large pallet of assorted toys, household 
etc

3395 Hotpoint fridge freezer

3396 +VAT Panasonic inverter microwave

3397 +VAT Panasonic inverter microwave

3398 Samsung microwave

3399 Hotpoint 6kg washing machine

3400 Undercounter fridge

3401 Bosch washing machine
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3402 Beko slimline dishwasher

3403 Mini Curry's essential table top fridge

3404 Crusader mini dryer

3405 +VAT Two Buffalo mixers

3406 Neff microwave

3407 Small dryer

3408 Bosch Series 6 washing machine

3409 Indesit washing machine

3410 Cooker hob

3411 +VAT Two Black and Decker heater airers plus 
three clothes airers

3412 +VAT Brabantia 30l touch bin

3413 +VAT Battery bin

3414 +VAT Four bridge design table lamps

3415 +VAT Boxed pair of table lamps

3416 Box of Mandalay single curtains

3417 Box of Taowa curtains, one single

3418 Three boxes of Taowa single curtains

3419 Three boxes of Taowa single curtains

3420 Three boxes of Taowa single curtains

3421 Two boxes of Taowa single curtains

3422 Two boxes of Taowa single curtains

3423 Two boxes of Taowa single curtains

3424 Two boxes of Taowa single curtains

3425 +VAT Five trays of face shields

3426 Two boxed pairs of Skechers

3427 +VAT Two boxed pairs of Skecher Go Walk 
shoes

3428 Seven pairs of mixed shoes to include Easy B, 
New Balance etc

3429 +VAT Bell Staff full zipped jacket

3430 +VAT Two sheets of checkered style fabric

3431 +VAT Box of Rayeva luxury candles

3432 Bag of Gigi products

3433 Small box of evening bags

3434 +VAT Marc Jacobs Daisy Dream eau de parfum 
50ml, Elizabeth Arden Splendor eau de parfum 
30ml & Vera Wang Look eau de parfum 100ml

3501 +VAT Descaler, Moth shield, fabric conditioner, 
disinfectant, laminate cleaner, toilet fluid, acrylic 
paints, Ant control stations etc

3502 +VAT Assorted household cleaning products, 
plant feed etc

3503 +VAT Large bag of household sundries, Irish 
Whistle, Beurer non contact thermometer, 
Thermos flask, AeroPress coffee press, Power 
cleaning tool, water bottle, wool, picture frame, 
glue gun etc

3504 +VAT Large bag of household sundries, water 
quality testers, Salt inhaler, stationery, Srixon 
gold balls, Speedo swimming goggles etc

3505 +VAT Box containing Empty Dynamite Ltd Ed. 
jars, celebration mugs, glasses etc

3506 +VAT Selection of scented candles, wax melts 
and tea lights

3507 +VAT Neom Bedtime Hero scented candle, Jo 
Malone set of 3 scented candles and Jo Malone 
diffuser set

3508 +VAT Selection of scented candles including 
Byredo, Flumi, Arora and a Wild Meadow 
diffuser set

3509 +VAT Small selection of light bulbs

3510 +VAT Hugo & Hudson dog coat, pet toys, 
harness, chick feeders, Juwel Eccoflow 1000 etc

3511 +VAT Oral B Pro 1 Black Edition toothbrush kit 
and Apiker Water flosser

3512 +VAT Remington Rose Pearl hair straighteners, 
Bellissima beach waver and Revlon hair dryer 
and volumiser

3513 +VAT Philips 5000 Series shaver, Philips Beard 
trimmer and Hatteker 5 in 1 hair clipper set

3514 +VAT BaByliss 10 in 1 Titanium groomer, Wahl 
cordless clipper set and Bestbomg clipper set

3515 +VAT Homgeek hand blender kit, Addis window 
vac and Pet grooming hair clipper set

3516 +VAT Large bag of toiletries including hair 
products, serums, balms, lotions, lubricants, 
body wash, talc, oils etc

3517 +VAT Large bag toiletries including skin 
cleanser, shaving gel, numbing cream, lotions, 
balms. essential oils, hair products etc

3518 +VAT Bag containing beauty products including 
sanitary ware, false nails & accessories, facial 
jewels, makeup brushes etc

3519 +VAT Bath bombs, bars of soaps, Hard wax 
beans, wax melts etc

3520 +VAT Selection of beauty product gift boxes and 
selection boxes including Viola Skin, Give Me, 
Ted Bake, Body Shop etc
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3521 +VAT Large bag of branded toiletries including 
L'Oreal, Sanctuary, Environ, Kiehl's, Joules, No. 
7, Beauty Pie and others

3522 +VAT Jo Malone gift box set comprising Mimosa 
& Cardamom body & Hand wash, Mimosa & 
Cardamom scented candles and Myrrh & Tonka 
scented candle

3523 +VAT Jo Malone gift box Peony & Blush Suede 
cologne 100ml

3524 +VAT B-Cure Laser Classic set and B-Cure 
Laser Classic Plus+ unit (no accessories)

3525 +VAT Remington Epilator & Hair straighteners, 
Derma Roller, makeup organizer, hair threading 
system, hair trimmers, Eye Revive and other 
beauty products

3526 +VAT 30 x Scence deodorants in various 
fragrances and 12 x Scence lip balms in various 
flavours

3527 +VAT Selection of man made & human hair wigs 
and hair pieces in various shades & lengths

3528 +VAT Large bag of toiletries including hair 
products, ointments, self tanner, moisturizers, 
lotions, serums, balms, mouth wash etc

3529 +VAT Bag of beauty products including cotton 
walls & pads, false eyelashes, makeup brushes, 
shower sponges, exfoliating gloves, sanitary 
ware etc

3530 +VAT Face & feet masks, lip balms, fragrance 
samples and beauty sample sachets

3531 +VAT Large bag of toiletries including beard oils, 
essential oils, hair products, sun protection, 
body wash, lotions, balms etc

3532 +VAT Selection of beauty gift sets including 
Schwarkopf, Pureology, Avon, The White Co etc

3533 +VAT 5Kg Westlab reviving Epson bath salts

3534 +VAT Bag containing hard wax beans, bath 
bombs and scented soaps

3535 +VAT Selection of various colour and length 
wigs and hairpieces

3536 +VAT Bag containing a selection of hair 
accessories including brushes, wig caps, rollers, 
hairbands, clips, etc

3537 +VAT Oral care products including Oral-b vitality 
plus, Sonic electric toothbrush, teeth whitening 
strips, replacement brush heads, interdental 
brushes, tongue scrapers, etc

3538 +VAT Selection of razors and replacement 
heads including Gillette, Harry's, BIC, etc

3539 +VAT Selection of branded toiletries including 
L'oreal, REN, Mary Kay, Kerastase, YSL, Hugo 
Boss and others

3540 +VAT Selection of Black Label hair products 
including styling spray, craft clay, profile putty, 
etc

3541 +VAT Selection of 'The Ordinary' beauty 
products

3542 +VAT Selection of Tropic beauty products

3543 +VAT Selection of Estee Lauder beauty 
products

3544 +VAT Selection of assorted cosmetics including 
Fenty, Maybelline, Rimmel, Refy, Max Factor 
(some a/f)

3545 +VAT Quantity of Clarins Aroma Hydratant 
Tonic 8ml

3546 +VAT Dior Eau Sauvage After-shave balm 
100ml

3547 +VAT Chanel No. 5 The Bath Soap & Chanel 
healthy glow bronzing cream 30g

3548 +VAT Pro-Wax 200, Micro Touch trimmers, 
various hair stylers, hot brush etc

3549 +VAT Selection of Elemis beauty products and 
makeup bag

3550 +VAT Giorgio Armani fragrances including 
Armani Code, Acqua Di Gio, Iip colour and 
cosmetic bag

3551 +VAT DKNY Be Delicious, Hollister Wave 2, 
D'Hermes Twilly, Gucci Guilty and various tester 
bottles

3552 +VAT GHD Size 4 brush, Nurse Jamie beauty 
roller, KEYS body brush, Panasonic shaver, Slip 
silk pillowcase etc

3553 +VAT Bag containing makeup bags, face & feet 
masks, nail files, makeup brushes etc

3554 +VAT Selection of branded cosmetics including 
MAC, Il Makiage, Urban Decay, Laura Mercier, 
Bobbi Brown and others

3555 +VAT Selection of Clinique beauty products 
including moisture surge, face wash, face scrub, 
cleansing balm etc

3556 +VAT Clinique Skin School 'Hydrate & Glow' 
pack and Clinique Skin School ' Cleansing 
refresher course' kit

3557 +VAT Clinique cosmetics including mascara, 
Chubby stick, primer, powder blush etc

3558 +VAT Selection of branded cosmetics including 
Skinny Dip. MAC, Jeffree Star, Niod, Charlotte 
Tilbury, Elizabeth Arden and others
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3601 +VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3602 +VAT Bag containing selection of hats

3603 +VAT Bag containing selection of underwear

3604 +VAT Bag containing selection of bags

3605 +VAT Bag containing selection of Shein clothing

3606 +VAT Bag containing Zara, Pull & Bear and 
Stradivarius clothing

3607 +VAT Bag containing denimwear, including 
River Island, Hollister, C&A etc

3608 +VAT Bag containing sportswear, including 
Under Armour, Reebok, DKNY Sport etc

3609 +VAT Brora cashmere cardigan in granite, size 
14 (hanging)

3610 +VAT Isobaa men's merino casual zip hoodie in 
black, size large (boxed)

3611 +VAT Dolce & Gabana zip denim jacket in black, 
used condition, size 50 (possibly Euro size, if so 
UK 40) (hanging)

3612 +VAT Bag containing four Oliver Bonas dresses, 
all size 18

3613 +VAT Bag containing jackets and jumper from 
Fjern, Trespass, Patagonia, Woolovers and 
Dept Anonym (various sizes)

3614 +VAT Bag containing womens' clothing, 
including Hush, Jigsaw, Phase Eight, River 
Island etc

3615 +VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3616 +VAT Bag containing Zara, Pull & Bear and 
Stradivarius clothing

3617 +VAT Bag containing denimwear, including 
Levi's, Atelier & Other Stories, Lucy & Yak, 
Pretty Little Thing etc

3618 +VAT Bag containing denimwear, including 
Levi's, Atelier & Other Stories, New Look etc

3619 +VAT Bag containing sportswear, including 
Adidas, Slazenger, Under Armour, Calvin Klein 
Golf etc

3620 +VAT Self Portrait dark red off shoulder pleated 
jumpsuit in dustbag, size 6

3621 +VAT Pure Collection ankle grazer jeans, size 
14

3622 +VAT Bag containing Pure Collection t-shirt, 
shorts and trousers, all size medium

3623 +VAT Bag containing tops from Dsquared, Crew 
Clothing Company, Superdry, Lacoste, Tommy 
Hilfiger and Carhartt

3624 +VAT Bag containing selection of Fatface and 
Maniere De Voir clothing

3625 +VAT Bag containing selection of Coast, Mango, 
Oasis, Mint Velvet, Warehouse, Oh Polly, Atelier 
& Other Stories clothing

3626 +VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3627 +VAT Bag containing Zara, Bershka, 
Stradivarius and Oysho clothing

3628 +VAT Bag containing Shein clothing

3629 +VAT Bag containing Trapstar tracksuit (small), 
Lacoste hooded sweatshirt (large) and North 
Face waterproof hooded zip jacket (small)

3630 +VAT Bag containing womens' clothing, 
including Oh Polly, Sosandar, Siksilk, Michelle 
Keegan, Atelier & Other Stories, Superdry etc

3631 +VAT Bag containing 7 pairs of Brook Taverner 
trousers, sizes 36S, 36R and 38R

3632 +VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3633 +VAT Bag containing selection of underwear

3634 +VAT Bag containing selection of Shein clothing

3635 +VAT Bag containing paired socks

3636 +VAT Bag containing accessories, including 
belts, scarves, gloves etc

3637 +VAT Matinee black leather jacket, Item is used, 
no size showing on garment (hanging)

3638 +VAT Deuter race exp air bike backpack in black

3639 +VAT Fjallraven Kanken ox red backpack

3640 +VAT Lost Ink faux fur crop jacket size 10 
(hanging)

3641 +VAT Barbour Heritage Liddesdale black jacket, 
size XL (hanging)

3642 +VAT Nike men's holographic logo Air Max 
jacket in grey and black, size medium (hanging)

3643 +VAT Love Moschino zip purse with diamond 
pattern (boxed)

3644 +VAT CP Clothing goggle beanie

3645 +VAT Bag containing selection of Zara and 
Bershka clothing

3646 +VAT Bag containing selection of denimwear, 
including Levi's, On Fire, New Look etc

3647 +VAT Bag containing denimwear, including 
Monsoon, Levi's, QED LDN etc

3648 +VAT Bag containing sportswear, including 
Nike, Adidas, Lyle & Scott, Sweaty Betty, Lyle & 
Scott etc

3649 +VAT Bag containing ladies clothing, including 
Jigsaw, Cos, Monkl, Joules, Monsoon etc

3650 +VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing
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3651 +VAT Selection of Zara and Sister companies 
clothing in various styles

3652 +VAT Selection of denimwear to include 
Sosandar, Per Una, Levi, etc

3653 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Sweaty Betty, GymShark, etc

3654 +VAT Selection of clothing to include BooHoo, 
Aspiga, River Island, Hush, Hotsquash and 
Nasty Gal

3655 +VAT Selection of clothing to include River 
Island, White Stuff, Elesse, Hush, Boden, etc

3656 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Pretty 
Green, The North Face, Ted Baker, Santa Cruz, 
Weekend Offender, Isobaa and SikSilk

3657 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Spoke, 
The North Face, Pretty Green, Santa Cruz, 
Raging Bull and Replay

3658 +VAT J Lindberg men's golf jacket in black size 
large (hanging)

3659 +VAT DKNY bum bag in black

3660 +VAT Bolongaro Trevor snake effect black 
studded over the shoulder bag

3661 +VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3662 +VAT Selection of Zara and sister companies 
clothing in various styles

3663 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include M&S, 
Everlane, Stradivarius, etc

3664 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Puma, McKenzie, etc

3665 +VAT Selection of mixed ladies and men's 
underwear

3666 +VAT Selection of bags in various styles and 
sizes

3667 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing in various 
styles

3668 +VAT Selection of H&M ladies floral dresses in 
various styles

3669 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Oliver 
Bonas, Sosandar, Pinko, Noisy May, Urban 
Outfitters, Reiss, Cavani and Selected Homme

3670 +VAT Selection of clothing to include BooHoo, 
River Island, ASOS, Club L, Izabel, Dancing 
Leopard, PrettyLittleThing and Dorothy Perkins

3671 +VAT Selection of Roman clothing in various 
styles all size 10

3672 +VAT Heron Preston graphic image hoodie in 
black small (hanging)

3673 +VAT Evil Dead 2 t-shirt size Large and joggers 
size XL (bagged)

3674 +VAT Billions London varsity style jacket in 
black size large (hanging)

3675 +VAT Carsicko heart emoji puffer jacket in black 
size small (hanging)

3676 +VAT Carsicko heart emoji puffer jacket in black 
size medium (hanging)

3677 +VAT J.Lindeberg Stockholm crillon down jacket 
in racing red size large (hanging)

3678 +VAT Burberry London England swim shorts 
size small with bag

3679 +VAT Accessorize large brown handbag

3680 +VAT LaBante London bella white mini 
crossbody bag with dust bag

3681 +VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3682 +VAT Bag containing Zara, Bershka and 
Stradivarius clothing

3683 +VAT Bag containing denimwear, including 
H&M, M&S, Pretty Little Thing etc

3684 +VAT Bag containing sportswear, including 
Nike, Adidas, Under Armour etc

3685 +VAT Bag containing selection of Shein clothing

3686 +VAT Bag containing selection of Pocket Bread 
resortwear shirts, sizes Small, Medium and 
Large

3687 +VAT Bag containing selection of women's 
clothing including Atelier & Other Stories, Pretty 
Little Thing, Nobody's Child, Club L etc

3688 +VAT Bag containing selection of clothing 
including Pretty Green, Maine, Skopes, French 
Connection, Ralph Lauren and JKA

3689 +VAT Bag containing selection of clothing 
including Juicy Couture, Mint Velvet, Urban 
Outfitters, Brave Soul etc

3690 +VAT Nike MLB Milwaukee Brewers baseball 
zip hoodie, size large (hanging)

3691 +VAT Karen Millen multicoloured strapless zip 
dress, size 10 (hanging)

3692 +VAT Jack Daniels leather waistcoat, size 
medium (hanging)

3693 +VAT Essentials Fear of God joggers, size small 
(in original bag)

3694 +VAT Burberry hat (bagged)

3695 +VAT Joules tartan handbag

3696 +VAT On Cloudventure womens trainers size 6

3697 +VAT Dr Martens Blaire sandals size 5

3698 +VAT Puma x Felty Velvet Creeper womens 
trainers size 5.5 (used)
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3699 +VAT Goldden Goose Super-Star Classic with 
List mens trainers size EU 43

3700 +VAT Tory Burch Catalina Wedge size US 11

3701 +VAT Nike By You trainers size 9 (used)

3702 +VAT Clarks Wallabee Boot size 10

3703 +VAT Adidas Continental 80 size 8

3704 +VAT Adidas Bleu size 8

3705 +VAT Reebok Rewind Run size 7 and a pair of 
New Balance 460 size 7

3706 +VAT 3 pairs of shoes to include Pavers Silver 
Shimmer size 6, Pavers heels size 3 and a pair 
of Fly Flot sandals size 4

3707 +VAT Geox J Kommodor trainers size 3

3708 +VAT 2 pairs of Converse trainers to include CT 
A/S size 11.5 and a pair of One Star Ox trainers 
size 4

3709 +VAT Boden Tan heels size EU 38

3710 +VAT Office Brown Leather shoes size 10

3711 +VAT New Balance 530 trainers size 4

3712 +VAT Veja Campo Chromefree size 8

3713 +VAT Boohoo double gold buckle detail hiker 
boots size 8 and a pair of Moda in Pelle Sakura 
court shoes size EU 39

3714 +VAT Hi-Tec Ula Raft sandals size 11 and a pair 
of Karrimor womens sandals size 6

3715 +VAT Bag of 12 pairs of mixed sandals and 
slippers

3716 +VAT Bag of 12 pairs of mixed shoes including 
sandals

3717 +VAT Bag of 11 pairs of mixed shoes to include 
boots and heels (one showing signs of use)

3718 +VAT Bag of 8 pairs of trainers to include a pair 
of Adidas Continental 80 size 8.5

3719 Bag of 8 pairs of mixed childrens shoes

3720 +VAT Bag of 14 pairs of mixed shoes to include 
heels

3721 +VAT Bag of 8 pairs of loose used shoes

3722 +VAT Bag of 13 pairs of mixed shoes (some 
with signs of use)

3723 +VAT Adidas Yeezy Boost 700 MNVM Resin 
size 9

3724 +VAT Nike Dunk Low Two Tone Grey size 9.5

3725 +VAT Flamingos Life Retro 90s size 10

3726 +VAT Skechers Summits size 8

3727 +VAT Skechers Gracious Touch size 6

3728 +VAT Regarde le Ciel Emily-29 boots size EU 
38

3729 +VAT 2 pairs of Birkenstock Arizona Eva 
sandals size 5.5 and 7

3730 +VAT Reebok Nano X2 size 4

3731 +VAT Dr Martens Devon Heart boots size 7

3732 +VAT Dr Martens 1461 shoes size 7

3733 Nike Air Jordan 1 Low Tumbled Leather Black 
childrens trainers size 6

3734 +VAT Grafter Cover II work boots size 11

3735 +VAT On Cloudswift size 11

3736 +VAT On Cloudswift size 11

3737 +VAT On Cloudswift size 11

3738 +VAT On Cloudswift size 11

3739 +VAT On Cloudswift size 11

3740 +VAT On Cloudswift size 11

3741 +VAT Vivienne Westwood x Melissa VW Solar 
size EU 38

3742 +VAT Ecco chunky sandals size 6.5-7

3743 +VAT Nike Air Max trainers size 12

3744 +VAT Gill Marine Mawgan Trainer size 5.5

3745 +VAT Bag of 7 pairs of shoes including trainers 
(some showing signs of use)

3746 +VAT Bag of 18 pairs of mixed shoes including 
sandals and slippers

3747 +VAT Ego Malayah boots size 8 and a pair of 
Pretty Little Thing chunky block heel sandals 
size 3

3748 Ariat Devon IV Paddock childrens boots size 3

3749 +VAT Michael Kors heels size 6 (used)

3750 +VAT Clarks Pure Flat size 4 and a pair of 
Pavers slippers size 6

3751 +VAT Sosandar Silver Snake size EU 41

3752 +VAT Adidas Predator Freak.1 L size 9.5 (used)

3753 +VAT Bag of 10 pairs of used shoes

3754 +VAT Bag of 14 pairs of mixed shoes and a box 
of 100 Organic Guru foot pads (one showing 
signs of use)

3755 Bag of 11 pairs of childrens shoes (some used)

3756 +VAT Bag of 6 pairs of shoes including boots 
and ankle boots
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3757 +VAT Bag of 15 pairs of mixed shoes including 
sandals and heels

3758 +VAT 6 pairs of mixed shoes including heels 
and ankle boots

3759 +VAT Bag of 6 pairs of shoes including a pair of 
Adidas ZX9000 size 6.5

3761 +VAT Pallet of mixed clothing

3762 +VAT Pallet of mixed clothing

3763 +VAT Pallet of mixed linen items

3764 +VAT Cath Kidston tote bag in red with floral 
pattern

3765 +VAT Carvela orange clutch bag

3766 +VAT Michael Kors taupe clutch bag

4001 (2017) Audi Q2 S Line Edition 1 TFSA S-A, 
Estate in grey, petrol, 1395cc, showing 39,000 
miles, registration plate KW17 YFB, first 
registered 09/06/2017, MOT until 18th July 
2023, one previous owner from new, V5 and two 
keys

4002 2009 (58 plate) Citroen Nemo LX HDI 610 
1.4litre diesel panel van in grey, registration 
GY58 SCX, first registered 10/02/2009, MOT 
expired, approx 38k miles

4003 2007 (07 plate) Vauxhall Vivaro 2290 double 
cab LWB panel van in white, registration DY07 
RXN, 1995cc, diesel, first registered 26/06/2007, 
MOT to 12.9.22, 166,287 miles

4004 2008 (58 plate) Mercedes Sprinter 311CDI LWB 
curtain side van with tail lift in white, registration 
KN58 UNV, 2148cc, diesel, first registered 
15/12/2008, MOT to 1.7.22, 190,230 miles

4005 (1989) Volvo 740 GL estate in silver 1986cc 
petrol, showing 143532 miles (speedo not 
working when car driven in on collection) 
registration plate F717 BHN, first registered 
07/04/1989, one previous owner, V5, 5 keys, 
lots of paperwork, Volvo owners club member, 
large quantity of receipts, Mots and tax discs 
running from 1994-2010,14-15, last Mot found 
expired 25/06/2020, 2015 Mot 143,406 miles 
shown, owners manual and handbook with 17 
service stamps.

4021 +VAT SC Icor Flight bike carry bag, 4 bike 
wheels, tyres and accessories

4022 +VAT Raleigh Racer in white

4023 +VAT Blaze mountain bike in red and black

4024 Windu scooter

4025 +VAT Electric scooter, no charger

4026 E-scooter, no charger

4027 Raleigh mountain bike in purple and silver

4028 Kalkoff racing bike in silver, no seat

4029 Ammaco Ascot bike in 2 tone silver and black

4030 Extra MTRAX mountain bike in blue

4031 +VAT Cube electric bike, no charger

4032 1 Razor and 1 Zinc scooter

4033 +VAT Bikestarr scooter in black

4034 Bike Mate tow along trailer in red, black and 
silver

4035 Rennsport racing bike

4036 Margarita professional bike in burgundy with 
shopping trolley and OS maps

4037 N-Zyme Sarasin mountain bike in blue and black

4038 +VAT Trex mountain bike in black

4039 Team Universal mountain bike in silver and 
white

4040 Aqua Augo mountain bike in pink

4041 White and red painted mountain bike

4042 Dawes Geneva bike in blue

4043 Silverline Reflex mountain bike in silver

4044 Happy Rider childs mountain bike in grey and 
white

4045 Giant Yukon mountain bike in black and red

4046 Voodoo BMX bike in grey

4047 Schwinn BMX bike in orange

4048 BMX bike in gold

4049 Step Through Ofo bike in yellow

4050 50cc kids quad bike

4051 Step Through shopper bike in green with basket

4052 Salcano mountain bike in black

4053 +VAT Ammaco mountain bike in blue

4054 Outrider Apollo mountain bike in grey

4055 +VAT Boxed 9 Out kick scooter with charger

4056 +VAT Boxed wooden lounger, flatpack

4057 Garden tub chair in grey

4058 Pair of striped fabric folding deck chairs

4059 +VAT Large red patio chiminea

4060 +VAT Metal hexagonal garden fire pit

4061 +VAT 3 piece rattan garden set comprising 2 
armchairs and matching table
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4062 +VAT 3 piece garden set comprising black metal 
work swivel chairs with grey upholstery and 
matching circular table

4063 +VAT Boxed garden Jacuzzi

4064 +VAT Large heavy duty garden umbrella stand

4065 4 black rattan effect garden swivel tub chairs

4066 +VAT Heavy duty circular garden table in black 
with 5 matching stools

4067 +VAT Boxed cast iron Gardeco garden fire pit

4068 +VAT Large cantilever garden umbrella in brown

4069 Garden recliner in grey upholstery

4070 +VAT Pair of aluminium 'No Entry' signs

4071 +VAT 2 rectangular garden tables in grey rattan

4072 +VAT Pink garden sun lounger

4073 +VAT Circular grey rattan garden table

4074 *Withdrawn*

4075 Stainless steel and aluminium patio heater

4076 Stainless steel and aluminium patio heater

4077 +VAT Boxed hybrid 6x4 greenhouse

4078 +VAT Boxed Keter storage shed

4079 +VAT Large boxed Keter storage shed

4081 +VAT Quantity of spa and jacuzzi parts incl. 
parts, covers, etc.

4082 +VAT Boxed Bestway Palm Springs jacuzzi, no 
pump

4083 Rectangular slatted wood effect garden storage 
box

4084 +VAT Brown rattan effect garden sun lounger 
with white cushion

4085 +VAT Garden sun lounger and seat set 
comprising 3 seater canopy sofa, 2 armchairs, 2 
footstools and cushions

4086 +VAT Patio set comprising 2 rattan armchairs on 
black supports with matching circular table

4087 +VAT 5 piece garden set in grey rattan effect 
comprising canopy covered 3 seater sofa, 2 
chairs, footstool and side table

4088 +VAT Grey rattan egg chair on grey support with 
cushions

4089 +VAT Grey rattan egg chair on grey support with 
cushions

4090 +VAT 2 seater grey rattan effect suspended egg 
chair on grey supports

4091 +VAT Gardenline smoker BBQ on trolley

4092 +VAT Box of 6" border fence

4093 +VAT 3 flatpack garden hammocks

4094 +VAT Garden patio set comprising circular 
aluminium table with cream umbrella and 6 
brown rattan chairs with cushions

4095 +VAT Tuck away rectangular garden rattan table 
with 2 chairs

4096 +VAT Small rectangular garden table with glass 
top on grey supports

4097 +VAT Flat pack garden potting table

4098 +VAT Pro Elec quartz patio heater, boxed

4099 +VAT Pro Elec quartz patio heater, boxed

4100 +VAT Boxed Pro Elec heater

4101 9 vintage industrial ceiling lights in green metal 
£150-180

4102 +VAT Boxed Ryobi garden leaf blower

4103 Petrol powered Partner disc cutter

4104 Stihl ES40 electric leaf blower

4105 Einhell Royal petrol powered chainsaw

4106 MacAllister petrol powered chainsaw

4107 EGO battery powered hedgecutter with battery 
and charger

4108 18v battery powered hedge cutter and strimmer 
combination

4109 Husqvarna 262XP petrol powered chainsaw

4110 Petrol powered straight shaft strimmer

4111 GTech AirRam 18v cordless hedge cutter with 2 
batteries and charger

4112 McCulloch Virginia petrol powered hedge cutter

4113 Petrol powered bent shaft strimmer

4114 Alco petrol powered bent shaft strimmer

4115 Bosch electric hedge cutter

4116 Champion electric hedge cutter and Black + 
Decker strimmer

4117 Half under bay of assorted garden items incl. 
carry trugs, sprayers, vices, saws, loppers, etc.

4118 Small quantity of garden tools, spades, shovels, 
spirit levels, etc.

4119 Part roll of felt

4120 +VAT Luxury reclining garden sun lounger in 
grey

4121 +VAT Luxury garden reclining sun lounger in 
blue
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4122 Quantity of garden cushions in grey

4123 Cross One tyre and wheel for bike

4124 Union touch bar for single door

4125 Boxed GTech cordless 18v hedge cutter with 
batteries and charger

4126 +VAT Titan bent shaft petrol powered strimmer

4127 Wickes 240v electric chainsaw

4128 Makita cordless strimmer, no charger, 1 battery

4129 Husqvarna petrol powered disc cutter

4131 Flymo garden blow vac and Black + Decker 
240v strimmer

4132 2 Taskman pressurized sprayers

4133 Under bay of garden tools incl. rakes, shovels, 
spades, post hole spades, etc.

4134 *Withdrawn*

4135 +VAT Boxed Kingfisher garden shed, vintage 
Four Seasons exterior clock and Kingfisher 9kg 
cast iron parasol base

4136 +VAT Set of spike lights

4137 3 assorted tools incl. billhook, hedging billhook 
and axe

4138 +VAT Quantity of LED rope lights and festoon 
lights

4139 +VAT 5 assorted table lamps with owl, wolf and 
duck decoration

4140 +VAT Boxed Pro Signal wireless weather station

4141 +VAT Boxed solar garden light set

4142 +VAT Fiskars weed remover

4143 +VAT 2 boxed Solar Centre solar lights

4144 +VAT 2 boxed Solar Centre solar lights

4145 +VAT 2 large glass vases with artificial flowers

4146 +VAT Pair of Vitae recycled rubber garden 
planters

4147 +VAT Warestorm surf board

4148 +VAT Boxed Westland drop spreader

4149 +VAT Boxed inflatable llama and inflatable 
snowman with top hat

4150 +VAT Repurposed ships lantern

4151 Jetson scooter in blue

4152 +VAT Flatpack garden planter, quantity of 
greenhouse covers and framing

4153 +VAT 2 boxed garden lanterns

4154 +VAT 5 dry boxed electrical socket protectors

4155 +VAT Bag of Tomato Grow and 2 bags of 
compost

4156 +VAT 3 bare feet boarding life preservers

4157 Quantity of roof bars and small stainless steel 
trolley

4158 +VAT 6 rolls of plastic plant effect meshing and 
quantity of bags

4159 +VAT Fishermans day bed in camouflage

4160 +VAT Hozelock hose on reel

4161 +VAT Boxed Pro Elec patio heater

4162 +VAT Boxed Pro Elec patio heater

4163 Large quantity of assorted glass ceiling light 
shades

4164 Garden pond pump and filter

4165 +VAT Large bag of sunflower hearts

4166 6 boxes of Alm 4 stroke lawnmower starter kits

4167 7 boxes of Alm 4 stroke lawnmower start kits

4168 +VAT 2 plastic garden planter troughs

4169 +VAT 10 dry boxes for outdoor electric switches

4170 +VAT Boxed Pro Elec quartz heater

4171 +VAT 11 lengths of recycled rubber garden 
edging

4172 2 x 20m Hozelock hoses and attachments

4174 Flatpack storage box and wall protect edging

4175 4 pressurized cylinders and scuba equipment

4176 3 tubs of Hozelock water storage gel

4177 +VAT 12 rolls of premium wallpaper in grey 
pattern

4178 Folding pet cage

4179 +VAT Large quantity of assorted Christmas 
decorative items incl. LED lights, nativity scene, 
snow globe, snowman scene, etc.

4180 +VAT 3 boxed satellite dishes

4182 +VAT 2 boxed Toomax flatpack midi storage 
cupboards

4183 Pallet of garden planters and ornaments incl. 
dogs

4184 Pair of cast metal bench ends in black and cast 
metal 3 tier planter

4185 Pair of cast metal bench ends in green

4186 Water butt on stand
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4187 Water butt on stand

4188 Water butt on stand

4189 Pallet of 9 exterior garden post lights

4190 +VAT Quantity of metal garden hanging 
baskets, wall trough and stand

4191 Wrought iron corner hay rack

4192 Pair of scratch built garden planters in purple

4193 Pair of leaf moulded concrete planters

4194 Pair of leaf moulded concrete planters

4195 Pair of leaf moulded concrete planters

4196 Pair of whiplash style decorated concrete 
planters

4197 +VAT Plastic garden storage box

4198 +VAT Large square garden table with smoked 
glass top on grey supports with 6 matching 
chairs

4199 6 assorted fence panels

4200 15 telescopic barrier poles

4201 Pair of concrete planters with leaf decoration

4202 Plastic garden table with 4 matching chairs

4203 32 grey and pink floor slabs

4204 32 grey and pink floor slabs

4205 +VAT Aluminium circular garden table with 3 
matching chairs, bird bath and stool

4206 Quantity of mixed plastic storage boxes and 
mop bucket

4207 Mountfield tow along leaf collector

4208 Cast metal oval garden table with floral 
mouldings and 4 aluminium chairs

4209 Single axle trailer with wooden body

4210 4-shelf orange and blue metal rack

4211 2 pallets of roofing slate

4212 2 scratch built low garden planters

4213 2 scratch built garden planters on stands

4214 Quantity of slatted wood garden fence panels

4215 Quantity of pine click together boarding

4216 +VAT 5 stainless steel mobile trolleys

4217 Quantity of orange and grey boltless racking

4218 Large hard wood carpenters bench with no. 58 
Record vice attached

4219 Small quantity of oak and beech boarding

4220 Four lengths of shiplap fencing

4221 Aluminium truck back cover

4222 Dumpy bag of kindling

4223 Large pallet of planked timber

4224 Seven pieces of dark stained trellis

4225 Three pieces of sandstone

4226 Three pieces of sandstone

4227 Three pieces of sandstone

4228 Three plasterer's mixing tubs

4229 Pallet of feather edge boarding

4230 Pallet of terracotta roof tiles

4231 +VAT Mixed quantity of items to include 
Marshalltown level, steel rod, coving etc

4232 Pallet of mixed trellis work

4233 11x large planks

4234 Seven lengths of metal hoop form fencing 
panels

4235 Pallet of offcuts of featheredge and other 
boarding

4236 Four lengths of 4x3 CLS

4237 Pallet of timber, quantity of 6x2 and 4x8 timbers

4238 Four lengths of decking balustrade in grey

4239 Two small scratch built planters

4240 Two small scratch built planters

4241 Cast iron fireback with whiplash and floral 
castings

4242 Cast metal fireback

4243 White painted tiled fireback

4244 Pink and white painted tiled fireback with hearth

4245 Concrete garden bird bath with pan and three 
graces

4246 +VAT Resin water feature of girl holding shell

4247 Pair of resin busts of Greek form on fluted pillars

4248 Metal coal bucket with brass fittings, a 56lb plate 
and two fire dogs

4249 *Withdrawn*

4250 +VAT Three concrete gardens statues of a 
gnome, boy with jug and a small bird bath

4251 +VAT Three Tommy Bahama chairs and a 
Tommy Bahama umbrella

4252 +VAT Top Flight golf trolley
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4253 +VAT Top Flight golf trolley

4254 +VAT Folding swinging hammock chair and a 
Casada mountain tech folding chair

4255 Camouflage bivvy, a black bagged bivvy and a 
boxed gazebo

4256 +VAT Boxed Bahama Bay pop up shelter, a 
boxed tent and a Vango double sleeping bag

4257 Set of Black golf clubs and a grey and pink golf 
bag

4258 Large quantity of assorted camping equipment 
to include Colemans tents, Vango pop up 
covers, groundsheets etc

4259 +VAT Rip Curl neoprene suit

4260 Large quantity of golf making charts, measuring 
tables, golf club handles and golf shoes

4261 +VAT Set of three Wedgeworks golf clubs, an 
umbrella and a perfect putting machine

4262 Bag of golf balls

4264 Bag of golf balls

4265 Three Calloway blue and silver golf bags with an 
assortment of clubs

4266 +VAT Tricart tow along golf trolley

4267 +VAT Tailor Made golf flight bag and golf clubs

4268 +VAT Core equipment 10 person tent

4269 +VAT Two folding camping chairs

4270 +VAT Large Vango tent

4271 Quantity of folding camping chairs and table

4272 +VAT Large quantity of camping accessories to 
include tents, pop up tents

4273 +VAT Quantity of inflatable swimming pools

4274 +VAT Coleman easy one push set up umbrella

4275 Quantity of golf equipment to include clubs, 
trollies and carry bags

4277 +VAT Cascade mountain tech folding chair

4278 Pair of aluminium step ladders

4279 Quantity of cast metal firebacks

4280 Quad Track 45 green petrol powered rotary 
mower with grass box

4281 Petrol powered rotary Honda lawn mower with 
grass box

4282 Petrol powered rotary lawn mower, no grass box

4283 Flymo power compact 330 rotary mower

4284 +VAT Inflatable kayak

4285 Petrol powered Mountfield rotary lawn mower 
with grass box

4286 Petrol powered classic cylinder lawn mower with 
grass box

4287 +VAT McCullough petrol powered rotary lawn 
mower with grass box

4288 Qualcast push mower

4289 Garden P100 petrol powered rotary mower with 
grass box

4290 +VAT Boxed Bosch electric mower

4291 +VAT Bosch City mower, boxed

4292 Westwood petrol powered ride on lawn mower 
with grass box

4293 Yardman ride on lawn mower

4294 Hayter Heritage ride on lawn mower with grass 
box

4295 Ride on lawn mower with red grass box

4296 Countax C6008 hydrostatic ride on lawn mower 
with Tedder leaf collector, aerator, grass box 
and mower head

4297 +VAT Roll of checker-plate garage flooring

4298 +VAT Wooden fire surround

4299 Single aluminium step ladder

4300 Two small library ladders

4301 Single double glazed window frame and glass

4302 +VAT Six assorted windows in grey with glazing

4303 +VAT Quantity of flooring, plastic trunking and a 
quantity of pink painted timbers

4304 +VAT 40 packs of 600 x 300 Marco Cement 
Dimension Decor wall tiles

4305 +VAT 40 packs of 600 x 300 Marco Cement 
Dimension Decor wall tiles

4306 +VAT 40 packs of 600 x 300 Marco Cement 
Dimension Decor wall tiles

4307 +VAT 40 packs of 600 x 300 Marco Cement 
Dimension Decor wall tiles

4308 +VAT 40 packs of 600 x 300 Marco Cement 
Dimension Decor wall tiles

4309 +VAT 48 packs of 360 x 275 Grasmere Bracken 
Matt wall tiles

4310 +VAT 48 packs of 360 x 275 Grasmere Bracken 
Matt wall tiles

4311 +VAT 48 packs of 360 x 275 Grasmere Bracken 
Matt wall tiles

4312 +VAT 48 packs of 360 x 275 Grasmere Bracken 
Matt wall tiles
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4313 +VAT 48 packs of 360 x 275 Grasmere Bracken 
Matt wall tiles

4314 +VAT 48 packs of 360 x 275 Grasmere Slate 
Matt wall tiles

4315 +VAT 48 packs of 360 x 275 Grasmere Slate 
Matt wall tiles

4316 +VAT 48 packs of 360 x 275 Grasmere Slate 
Matt wall tiles

4317 +VAT 48 packs of 360 x 275 Grasmere Slate 
Matt wall tiles

4318 +VAT 48 packs of 360 x 275 Grasmere Slate 
Matt wall tiles

4319 +VAT Pallet of mixed items to include cricket 
pads, timbers, buckets and display boards

4320 +VAT Boxed 8ft trampoline with net and ladder

4321 +VAT Pallet of Pro Elec pedestal fans and 
heater

4322 +VAT Pallet of Pro Elec pedestal fans and 
heater

4323 +VAT Pallet of Pro Elec pedestal fans and 
heater

4324 Roll of John Guest plumbing pipe

4325 +VAT Boxed white ceramic sink

4326 +VAT Quantity of cardboard flatpack boxes

4327 Large roll of bubblewrap

4328 Small roll of bubblewrap

4329 3 rolls of loft insulation

4330 Boxed Matrix 90cm chimney extractor

4331 +VAT Nine 16in pedestal fans, boxed

4332 +VAT Five assorted Pro Elec desk fans

4333 +VAT Quantity of cable rubber, concordia 
cabling

4334 +VAT Two packs of tissue paper

4335 Box of galvanised wall brackets

4336 +VAT Two sets of mixer taps

4337 Two boxes of assorted items to include smoke 
alarm mounts, cabling, sockets, recessed lights

4338 +VAT Four wall mounted power outlet sockets

4339 +VAT Two bug zappers

4340 Two metal radiators

4341 Quantity of items to include large tap, set of 
bathroom taps, sink and radiators

4342 Quantity of bathroom tiles in mosaic form

4343 Five 10l tubs of Leyland matt brilliant white 
emulsion paint

4344 Five boxes of rinse-free hand sanitiser

4345 Five boxes of rinse-free hand sanitiser

4346 Small Dimplex electric heater

4347 Two boxed disposable safety masks

4348 +VAT Unboxed Pro Electric hand dryer

4349 +VAT Boxed Pro Elec heavy duty hand dryer

4350 +VAT Boxed Pro Elec heavy duty hand dryer

4351 +VAT Boxed Pro Elec heavy duty hand dryer

4352 +VAT Quantity of items to include soft close 
toilet seats, shower head, wet and forget lichen 
spray and duster cans

4353 Box of brassware effect light switches and 
handles

4354 +VAT Four boxes of assorted items to include 
ceiling lights, work lights etc

4355 +VAT Plastic storage box with yellow lid

4356 +VAT Pro Elec dehumidifier

4357 Boxed Indesit extractor

4358 +VAT Sycamore Lodge pet cage, flatpack

4359 *Withdrawn*

4360 +VAT Boxed Woods portable air conditioner

4361 +VAT Woods air cooler with piping and fittings

4362 +VAT Woods air cooler with piping and fittings

4363 +VAT Woods air cooler with piping and fittings

4364 +VAT Woods air cooler

4365 +VAT Woods air cooler no accessories

4366 +VAT Pro Elec air conditioner

4367 +VAT Two piece Chigo air conditioning unit with 
interior and exterior units

4368 +VAT Large quantity of comms cabinets parts

4369 Pallet of HP and Rexel printers

4370 Pallet of assorted Hewlett Packard and other 
printers

4371 Pallet of assorted Hewlett Packard and other 
printers

4372 +VAT Boxed Pro Elec air conditioner

4373 +VAT Boxed Pro Elec air conditioner

4374 +VAT Boxed Pro Elec air conditioner

4375 +VAT Boxed air conditioning centre
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4376 +VAT Boxed air conditioning centre

4377 +VAT Flat pack shed

4378 Folding massage table

4379 Large single door office data storage cabinet in 
white

4380 Grey tambour door stationery cupboard

4381 Grey tambour door stationery cupboard

4382 Grey tambour door stationery cupboard

4383 Three drawer mobile pedestal in grey

4384 Three drawer mobile pedestal in grey

4385 Three drawer mobile pedestal in grey

4386 Three drawer mobile pedestal in grey

4387 Foldup black massage bed

4388 +VAT Three heavy duty shredders

4389 +VAT Single white marker board

4390 Mobile metal office stand in blue

4391 +VAT Adjustable illuminated glass top table on 
grey supports

4392 Five aluminium office planters

4393 Stack of grey striped carpet tiles

4394 Stack of double width carpet tiles in checkered 
grey

4395 +VAT High backed executive swivel armchair in 
black on black base

4396 GT Force gaming chair in blue and black

4397 +VAT Swivel office armchair in black on black 
base

4398 +VAT Three folding chairs in beige

4399 +VAT 3 assorted adjustable tables

4400 Boxed three drawer pedestal in grey

4401 Boxed three drawer pedestal in grey

4402 Boxed three drawer pedestal in grey

4403 Boxed three drawer pedestal in grey

4404 Fellowes paper shredder

4405 +VAT Pallet of assorted items to include hinges, 
switches, carbon monoxide alarms, shelves, 
large yellow plastic items, plumbing fixings, 
castor wheels, bubble wrap

4406 23 boxed matt black shower towers

4407 +VAT Box of car parts to include Jeep 
headlamps, Mercedes steel rims, cylinder 
heads, suspension springs etc

4408 +VAT Pallet of assorted items to include coat 
racks, saws, fluids, scaffold clips, warehouse 
screening

4409 +VAT Costco aluminium folding sack truck

4410 Petrol powered 5hp gallon stockade compressor

4411 Red wheelchair

4412 Grey wheelchair

4413 Planet Air mini compressor

4414 Double ended grinder on stand

4415 Treadle fret saw

4416 Diplomat red painted toolbox

4417 Petrol powered wacker plate

4418 240v engineers hack saw

4419 Crompton and Parkinson powered Broomwood 
compressor

4420 Six boxes of assorted tooling and fixings to 
include screws, plasterers levels, drills, hinges, 
saws etc

4421 +VAT Large box of assorted items to include 
wheels, sprays, paint brushes, plumbing fixings, 
large quantity of screws, door hinges etc

4422 Newood table saw

4423 XYZ 1500 3 axis CNC milling machine, BT 30 
tooling

4424 Two large cast iron bench legs

4425 Carpenter's bench with vice

4426 Small quantity of engineer's fixings and bolts

4427 MacAllister chop saw

4428 Large corner jacuzzi bath with screen

4429 Europitch large warehouse electric fan

4430 +VAT 13 fire extinguishers

4431 +VAT Flatpack electric cement mixer

4432 Oerlikon M303C welder with gun and piping

4433 Dust extractor

4434 +VAT Boxed Airmate Hurricane compressor

4435 +VAT Boxed Airmate Hurricane compressor

4436 +VAT Boxed Airmate Hurricane compressor

4437 +VAT Boxed Airmate Hurricane compressor

4438 +VAT Boxed Sip 20l valeting machine

4439 +VAT Boxed Stanley air compressor

4440 +VAT Aluminium folding sack truck
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4441 +VAT Aluminium folding sack truck

4442 *Withdrawn*

4443 Yellow sack truck

4444 Karelma Hercules disability scooter with charger 
and key

4445 Muford 240v lathe on stand

4446 +VAT Pallet of assorted items to include sprays, 
cabling, stands, repair wraps etc

4447 +VAT Pallet of assorted items to include flux, 
Hozelock fittings, lights, fire extinguishers

4448 +VAT Pallet of assorted items to include 
extension leads, pressurised sprayers, cabling, 
lighting etc

4449 +VAT Pallet of assorted items to include work 
lights, pop up ceiling lights, electrical sockets, 
cabling

4450 +VAT Pallet of assorted items to include 
electrical cabling, sockets, switches, lights

4451 +VAT Pallet of assorted items to include cabling, 
electrical switches, bonding glue, speakers etc

4452 +VAT Quantity of grey and red plastic crates

4453 +VAT Boxed Clarke 9-drawer tool chest

4454 +VAT Quantity of multi pocketed screw storage 
trays and box of bin buddies

4455 +VAT 2 regulated power supplies

4456 Pair of Apache work boots, size 9

4457 +VAT Duratool SDS hammer drill, 240V

4458 +VAT Boxed Duratool digital desoldering station

4459 +VAT Boxed Duratool digital desoldering station

4460 +VAT 4 digital sound level meters

4461 +VAT 2 x 240V 13A 35m extension cables

4462 +VAT Irwin Quick Grip clamp

4463 Electric drill and a floodlight

4464 +VAT 3 assorted soldering stations and guns

4465 +VAT 2 Duratool sanders

4466 Vice

4467 +VAT Boxed Stanley platform truck

4468 +VAT Box of Tinco metal screws

4469 +VAT Box of LED recessed brick lights

4470 Black & Decker router

4471 Box containing assorteds tools inc. wooden 
planes, wood saws, socket sets etc.

4472 3 assorted cased drills, inc. Panasonic

4473 240V Erbauer compound mitre saw

4474 +VAT Box of M5x75 spring toggles and a box of 
approx. 40 Delta hex-head anchor screws

4475 Black toolbox containing woodwork tools, drills, 
paraffin lantern

4476 +VAT 2 Duratool 9" angle grinders

4477 +VAT 3 boxes of assorted fixings inc. hinges, 
bolts, screws etc.

4478 Blue flding toolbox with tools, Black & Decker 
drill, and others

4479 Fern FZT 250 table saw

4480 4 snow tyres

4481 Small quantity of tools inc. hammers, saws, 
snips, rulers, and drill

4482 DeWalt cordless drill, 2 x Hitachi drills, and large 
Panasinic hammer drill

4483 +VAT Van storage box

4484 Box of light bulbs, and lamps

4485 +VAT Autobump and calibration station

4486 Box of tools inc. steamer, sander, drill

4487 +VAT Quantity of Dewalt stack pack toolboxes 
and Technics toolbag

4488 Lyndon tap and die set

4489 3 boxes of tap and die sets and misc. taps/dies

4490 Sheppach table saw

4491 +VAT Boxed Evolution multi material cutting 
sliding mitre saw

4492 +VAT Quantity of Stanley boxed stands, trucks, 
and sack barrows

4493 Parkside bench mounted pillar drill

4494 +VAT 3 assorted soldering stations

4495 +VAT Boxed power-on LED indication station

4496 +VAT Hot air SND rework station

4497 +VAT Duratool soldering station

4498 +VAT Duratool soldering station

4499 +VAT Sip 6 and 8" dry and wet double ended 
bench grinder

4500 +VAT Plastic crate of assorted soldering 
stations, weighing scales etc.

4501 +VAT Box of Prolec LED emergency lights

4502 Grey toolbox containing fixings, hammers, 
blowguns, etc.
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4503 +VAT 6" x 8" wet and dry double ended bench 
grinder

4504 +VAT Boxed Standard Test meter

4505 Evolution detail sander

4506 +VAT Blue vice

4507 Blue vice

4508 +VAT 2 x Multi Comp Pro 30V 150W 5A linear 
mode power supplies

4509 Wooden toolbox containing tools inc. hammers, 
spanners, scrapes, trowels

4510 +VAT 4 boxes of assorted items inc. cable ties, 
cable clips, camera strapping, round cable clips, 
etc.

4511 Boxed Rolson heavy duty pipe bender

4512 +VAT Ozito boxed drill press

4513 Metalworks 6" double ended bench grinder

4514 Vista lockable case cont. floodlight, tape 
measure, and spotting scope

4515 Dewalt 110V mitre saw

4516 +VAT Box of PPE workwear

4517 Green box of assorted tools inc. scrapes, drills, 
clips etc.

4518 Box of assorted tools ionc. drill bits, toolbox, and 
cased Black & Decker 9.6V drill with battery and 
charger

4519 +VAT Linbin rack

4520 +VAT Duratool 9" angle grinder, boxed

4521 Hitachi C12FCH laser compound mitre saw

4522 Crate of vintage engineering tools, drill bits, 
measuring clamps, etc.

4523 Evolution compound mitre saw

4524 3 crates of assorted engineering tooling inc. 
lathe, chucks, bolts, nuts, stands etc.

4525 Red multi drawer toolbox and grey/black filing 
cabinet

4526 Quantity of tools and hand water pump and 
winch

4527 Quantity of boxed panic latches

4528 Box containing a large quantity of assorted tools 
to include screwdrivers, saws, grinding/cutting 
discs, wire brushes, ratchet clamps, drillbit set, 
chisel, nails, hinges and various other tools

4529 JCB toolbag with tools inc. spanners, planes, 
spirit levels, snips

4530 Box of vintage tools to include cobbler's lasts, 
spanners, screwdrivers, files, nuts, bolts, fixings 
etc.

4531 +VAT 2 foldable rechargeable display boards

4532 +VAT 2 Stanley work lights and ProElec 
worklight

4533 Magnetic Telisam by Bux magnetic drill

4534 Quantity of mixed items to inc planes, fixings, 
electric light fixings, and folding blue concertina 
toolbox

4535 +VAT Clarke contractors multi drawer toolbox in 
yellow

4536 5 alloy wheels

4537 +VAT 4 Weller style trailer wheels with 225-75-
15" tyres

4538 +VAT Black and chrome alloy wheel and 2 tyres

4539 5 assorted steel wheels and tyres

4540 2 tyres 195-45-16

4541 Space saver wheel 185-60R17C-96-94R

4542 +VAT Boxed Max vac

4543 +VAT Boxed Nilfisk heavy use max performance 
pressure washer

4544 Firefly solar generation power pack

4545 +VAT Bosch pressure washer with lance

4546 +VAT Bosch pressure washer with lance

4547 +VAT 2 Bosch patio head cleaners

4548 +VAT 5 boxes of assorted electrical items to inc. 
worklights, plugs, cables, etc.

4549 Karcher pressure washer with lance

4550 +VAT Clarke HD Plus multi drawer toolbox in 
blue

4551 +VAT Karcher window vac

4552 Karcher window vac

4553 +VAT Titan multi tool trimmer kit

4554 +VAT Bay of mixed lmainate and hardwood 
flooring

4555 +VAT 4 boxes of 24 bayonet LED bulbs

4556 Milwaukee nut wrench with one battery, no 
charger

4557 2 AGM 12V batteries

4558 Small pressure washer

4559 +VAT Single box of Delta masonry anchors

4560 +VAT Erbauer wood drill bit set and one other
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4561 +VAT Erbauer saw blade

4562 +VAT 5 boxed Aqualevee filters

4563 +VAT 2 boxes of brake and part cleaner

4564 9 pots of Johnson and Cuprinol paint

4565 +VAT 3 boxes of Barnstein Limit switch plungers 
with snap on action

4566 Bucket of Sikaflex window and gutter seal, and 
quantity of gutter clamps

4567 Underbay of assorted items inc. door locks, 
plasterers levels, brushes, bolsters, sandpaper, 
clamps

4568 +VAT 2 boxes of Professional joint sealant

4569 +VAT Boxed telescope

4570 +VAT Boxed telescope

4571 +VAT 5 boxes of Sharpie pens

4572 +VAT Box of 12 iPhone car chargers

4573 +VAT 2 boxes of 6 inverters

4574 +VAT Box of various LED energy saving bulbs

4575 +VAT Box of 18 SIM card databank readers

4576 +VAT Box of 25 various LED energy saving 
lightbulbs

4577 Box cont. various bulbs

4578 +VAT 20 Eaton Qverertre cartridges

4579 +VAT 20 Eaton Qverertre cartridges

4580 +VAT Box of Dirtease industrial strength low lint 
wipes and 2 x 5L cans of cleaner

4581 Boxed Extreme 18V drill with one charger and 
Workx 14.4V cordless drill with 2 batteries and 
charger

4582 Drill stand, quantity of tape, cordless drills, and 
cordless hedge cutter

4583 Earlux vacuum cleaner

4584 +VAT ProElec 15m cable reel and 2 magnified 
work lights

4585 +VAT Quantity of staples

4586 Clarke woodworkers compound mitre saw

4587 Screwdriver set and Keter tooklbox

4588 2 boxes of assorted vintage tools inc. sanders, 
planes, saws, stone sharpeners etc.

4589 +VAT 2 aluminium flight case toolboxes

4590 +VAT Boxed Clarke 9-drawer tool chest

4591 Makita compound mitre saw

4592 +VAT 6 RAC rechargeable lED torches

4593 +VAT 2 boxes of assorted items inc,. piping, 
rubberised tubing etc.

4594 +VAT 2 pots of grip paint, and box of plastic 
soap dispensers

4595 2 crates of assorted tools inc. spirit levels, drills, 
tape measures, saw, fuel cans

4596 +VAT Box of extension leads

4597 Trolley jack, car stand, and set of Record bolt 
croppers

4598 4 large shackles

4599 Box of assorted tapes

4600 +VAT 7 assorted 12V batteries

4601 +VAT 9 coco planter liners, 2 x 5L tubs of 
Ronseal Fence Life Plus+ in Willow and 2 
galvanized buckets

4602 +VAT Warning signs, TV brackets, furniture feet, 
lawn mower blades, filter, spacers and various 
hardware

4603 +VAT Carbon Monoxide & Smoke alarms, 
Dummy cameras, extension leads, sockets, 
breakers, door bell and other electrical products

4604 +VAT Brad Nails, Fencing screws, washers, 
nuts, bolts and assorted fixings

4605 +VAT Defence door brace, Master locks, 
padlocks, hinges, soft closures etc

4606 +VAT Furniture feet, beer pumps, golf balls, 
Industrial fuse, Medical Oxygen sensors and 
sundry items

4607 +VAT ABS Plasterers Hawks, Lino cutting & 
paining kit, roller set, hard hat, tool pouches and 
rolls of insulation strips

4608 +VAT Makita Multi tool, DeWalt multi cutter, Tait 
hammer, tape measures, soldering iron, bench 
stones, drill bits and other tooling

4609 +VAT Mira shower covers, Suction grab bars, 
Jollyflush, Flush Daddy, shower heads, hose, 
valves, waste and other plumbing accessories

4610 +VAT Silicone, Anti Mouse Spray, Casting resin, 
Paint remover, Trim restorer, paints, adhesive 
tapes, cutting blade, screwdriver set etc

4611 +VAT Car accessories including headlights, 
wingmirrors, shock absorbers, hose clamp set, 
hose, engine spare parts etc

4612 +VAT Car accessories including locking wheel 
nuts, washers, LED Marker, battery cables, 
springs, hose, rear brake light housing, bumper 
parts, hubs etc
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4613 +VAT Topdon Jumpsurge 2000 jump starter

4614 +VAT Topdon Jumpsurge 2000 jump starter

4615 +VAT 2 x Makita B-65604 21 piece pass thru 
sockets satchet and socket set and case

4616 +VAT 2 x Makita B-65604 21 piece pass thru 
sockets satchet and socket set and case

4617 +VAT Car accessories including head rest, 
Carburettor service kit, Nox sensor post, 
indicators, vents, rear view mirror and engine 
parts

4618 +VAT Car spares including windscreen wipers, 
inner tie rod, flexible disc, anti theft lock, 
mounting rubbers, oil changing pump, exhaust 
end, Haventic compact motor etc

4619 +VAT Upol body filler, Tire sealants, Fuel fit, 
Tyre dressing, sponges, dirt trap etc

4620 +VAT Rexel Sports motorcycle reinforced shirt 
Size 2XL and Hit Hub motorcycle trousers Size 
XL

4621 +VAT Witter tow bar

4622 +VAT Qushqai & Universal car mats, Universal 
car seat covers & truck seat covers and car anti 
theft lock

4623 +VAT Aero Stem, reflectors, quantity of bike 
pumps, inner tubes, Crossking bike tyres and 
puncture repair kit

4624 +VAT Dekton 32 pc combination spanner set, 
Brake pad spreaders, right angle clamp, hose 
clamp sets, Hammer & Belt cutter, tie down 
straps etc

4625 +VAT Kane K458s Link Flue gas analyzer

4626 +VAT Master Lock, Tri-cycle U lock and Tirefit 
tyre inflator

4627 +VAT Shimano cassette sprocket, clamps, bike 
seats, lamp, gloves, helmet and bike 
accessories

4628 +VAT Garmin Drive Smart 65 with Amazon 
Alexa

4629 +VAT Sony in-car radio system, 7" LCD monitor, 
phone holders, badges, stickers, manuals etc

4630 +VAT Viddent automotive diagnostic iLink 450

4631 +VAT Bosch pressure hose, rechargeable mini 
dehumidifier, various lights bulbs, Solar security 
light and extractor vents

4632 +VAT 22 x Marshalltown Durasoft Razor Knife

4633 +VAT 22 x Marshalltown Durasoft Razor Knife

4634 +VAT 22 x Marshalltown Durasoft Razor Knife

4635 +VAT 23 x RST Hacking knives

4636 +VAT 24 x RST Hacking knives

4637 +VAT 24 x RST Hacking knives

4638 +VAT Pair of Dewalt Memphis trousers in 
grey/black, size W32/L31

4639 +VAT Bag containing selection of hi vis clothing

4640 240V double ended bench grinder

4641 +VAT Quantity of decorators mini rollers and 
replacement roller pads

4642 2 boxes of assorted tool sinc, screwdrivers, 
drills, hammers, saws etc.

4643 Portable tool transformer

4644 +VAT Underbay of assorted items inc. Rolson 
hooks, cabling, fire extinguishers, clamps etc.

4645 +VAT York paper towel dispenser

4646 Single box of Signwell satellite adjusters and 
Markotronic receivers etc.

4647 +VAT 4 x 5L tubs of Proline washup

4648 +VAT Pallet of assorted items inc, chair parts

4649 +VAT Set of Draper engineer's files and rasps

4650 +VAT Optimus catalytic heater

4651 Cased 850W hammer drill

4652 +VAT 2 boxes of 12 cans of Fire foam

4653 +VAT 4 x 5L containers of Aquahaze light fluid

4654 +VAT Assorted items inc. anti freeze and de-icer

4655 Quantity of exhaust parts

4656 4 crates of items inc. mitre saws, clamps, 
toolboxes, light switches, hammers, wrenches, 
fixings etc.

4657 +VAT Box of heavy duty solvent

4658 +VAT 2 sets of Hilka lorry tie down straps

4659 Hitachi 110V grinder

4660 Makita 110V angle grinder

4661 Set of MCC bolt croppers

4662 Boxed palm sander and extension reel

4663 +VAT 7 cans of Detecta gas with 2 bike tyres

4665 +VAT 2 boxed fan heaters

4666 +VAT Mondeo bumper

4667 +VAT 7 ProElec 2kW convector heaters

4668 +VAT Shelf of ProElec convector heaters and 
fans

4669 +VAT Kubo water softener
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4670 +VAT Schesto Professional Ultrasonic cleaner

4671 +VAT Pull chain LED utility light

4672 Dehumidifier

4673 +VAT Macau ceiling fan

4674 +VAT Boxed Delonghi oil filled radiator

4675 +VAT Meaco Cool MC Series air cooler

4676 +VAT Meaco dehumidifier

4677 Under bay of assorted items inc. grab rails, door 
handles, bulbs, shower heads etc.

4678 +VAT ProElec 16" metal pedestal fan

4679 2 motorbike alloy wheels

4680 Boot organiser, car seat cover, and car mats

4681 Wickes wet and dry double ended bench grinder

4682 +VAT Small quantity of items inc. wiper blades, 
tyre inflators, and work gloves

4683 +VAT 4 boxed megaphones

4684 +VAT 8 Pro Elec plastic garden lamps

4685 +VAT 2 ProElec LED floor lights

4686 +VAT 2 multi drawer storage racks

4687 +VAT Quantity of clear plastic storage boxes

4688 2 heat cubes

4689 2 heat cubes

4690 2 heat cubes

4691 2 heat cubes

4692 2 heat cubes

4693 Set of USBC plastic coated skittles

4694 Paraffin lamp

4695 Boxed Witness 2K security system

4696 +VAT 3 assorted LED lights

4697 Box of assorted door handles

4698 Hybrid Sytems Alien 504 security control system

4699 +VAT 4 LED ceiling lights

4700 +VAT Set of Halfords 15" wheel covers

4701 +VAT Ozito drill press, boxed

4702 +VAT CAT Professional jump starter

4703 +VAT Boxed CAT Professional power station

4704 +VAT Boxed Clarke jump starter

4705 +VAT Boxed Ozito compressor kit

4706 +VAT Box of trip switches

4707 +VAT Boxed Erbauer circular saw

4708 +VAT Sprinter architects laser level

4709 +VAT Makita job site radio

4710 Pair of Stanley safety boots

4711 +VAT Record No. 06 plane

4712 Flow clear pump

4713 Laser level

4714 Fern cordless drill and cutter with 2 batteries and 
charger

4715 +VAT Dewalt socket and Magnusson socket set

4716 Half bay of items inc. drain rods, bolts, drills, etc.

4717 +VAT Single box of ceiling lights

4718 +VAT Quantity of LED panel lights

4719 +VAT 4 band saw blades

4720 31-piece auto tool set

4721 Guild 18V screwdriver with 2 batteries and 
charger

4722 Dewalt cordless drill with 2 batteries and charger

4723 Quality Faithful Tools plane, scribe, etc.

4724 +VAT Quantity of Irwin blades, sockets, etc.

4725 +VAT 5 assorted Duratool XTech clamp meters 
and other meters

4726 +VAT 10.8V cordless drill

4727 +VAT Duratool 18V cordless drill with one 
battery and charger

4728 DeWalt 12v battery drill with 2 batteries and 
charger

4729 Towball in case

4730 7 boxes of assorted items inc. plumbing items, 
switches etc.

4731 Half bay of assorted items inc. p;lumbing items, 
woodwork tools, burners, planes, sanders, 
Saracen jugs, and tarpaulin

4732 +VAT Towbar

4733 Flymo electric strimmer

5001 Bow fronted glazed 1950's china cabinet

5002 Miniature set 'The works of Shakespeare'

5003 Victorian bow fronted console table with marble 
surface

5004 Cased model of a 3 mastered sailing ship

5005 Tan leather effect magazine rack

5006 Edwardian desk with 2 drawers and shelf under
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5007 Brass fire fender plus a coat rack

5008 4 figures of buddha

5009 Cut glass vase

5010 Wind up His Masters Voice gramophone

5011 Large suite of black ash furniture to include a 
dressing chest, chest of drawers, shoe rack, pair 
of CD racks, double door cupboard and storage 
units with fabric baskets

5012 Box containing loose abstract canvases

5013 Green and brown glazed sea urchin bowl

5014 Quantity of white painted bedroom furniture to 
include a pair of 4 drawers chests and 2 storage 
units

5016 Pair of framed and glazed engravings of an 
aerial view of Wrest House plus a pine framed 
mirror

5017 Framed and glazed Indian print of 'The wedding 
ceremony'

5018 Framed and glazed comical print of a lion in 
American military helmet

5019 2 prints with roses and young lady

5020 +VAT (6) Rectangular mirror in black painted 
frame

5021 +VAT (3) Rectangular mirror in cream frame

5022 +VAT (7) Rectangular mirror in silver frame

5023 +VAT (5) Rectangular bevelled mirror in gilt 
frame

5024 2 Simon Combes signed lion prints entitled 
'Simba' and 'The Hypnotist'

5025 3 framed and glazed art deco style prints - 
Skyline, steam train and passenger plane

5026 Oval mirror in dark oak frame

5027 Quantity of Picasso and Da Vinci prints plus 
'The schoolhouse' painting with snowy 
mountains and pre-Raphaelite prints

5028 Pencil and crayon sketch of lady figure on 
horseback

5029 Print of 'The old Bedford prison'

5030 Photographic print of the castle, framed and 
glazed map, huntsman and hounds, seascapes 
etc

5031 Oil on board of 'The picnic party'

5032 Framed and glazed sketch of countryside scene

5033 Photographic print of the flamenco dancer

5034 Alpine watercolour with lake and chalet

5035 Cubist print study of a lady

5036 Two pictures to include street scene plus a 
comical print entitled 'Dandy Dick at Tooles 
Theatre'

5037 Modern oil on canvas of five male figures with 
hats

5038 5 Schweppes advertising prints

5039 Print of the guitar player

5040 Coastal watercolour

5041 Quantity of prints to include a study of a young 
boy, thatch cottages, mother and child, rural 
scenes plus fantasy picture of child and fairies

5042 R E Wilson watercolour of farming scene with 
cart, poultry, figure and tree

5043 Rural watercolour with lane hayrick and trees

5044 Quantity of assorted prints and paintings to 
include mountain scenes, countryside scenes, 
cricket match etc

5046 2 panelled print of a study of an old man

5047 Pair of highland oils of river and mountains

5048 Quantity of pictures to include village scenes, 
countryside scenes and men fishing 
£20-30

5049 Watercolour of path in Mooreland

5050 2 panelled picture of man on tricycle after L S 
Lowry

5051 Acrylic on board of mountain scene

5052 Pair of Japanese paintings of domestic setting 
with Mount Fuji in background by S Tomi

5053 Oval bevelled mirror in walnut frame

5054 Oval mantle in gilt frame

5055 Modern metal clock work orange advertising 
plaque

5056 Comical drawing of a cat by Louis Wain

5057 3 photographs of steam trains

5058 Framed and glazed picture of prairie scene

5059 Watercolour of oriental lady with spinning wheel

5060 Large quantity of prints to include advertising 
posters, steam trains, villages and rural scenes

5061 Box with loose prints to include hunting and 
animal prints plus photographs of motor vehicles

5062 Framed picture of a Dutch party scene after 
brueghel

5063 Framed picture entitled 'Our Adventures'
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5064 Framed and glazed picture of young lady 
holding flowers

5065 Rural watercolour with cultivated fields

5066 Framed and glazed African batik

5067 Quantity of prints to include domestic interiors, 
rural scenes, prancing horse, country house with 
garden party and winter trees

5068 Kent's knife cleaner

5069 Patented oriental metal vase

5070 Large figure of a snail

5071 Dark wood square extending table with 2 
matching chairs

5072 Pair of 2 branch wall candle sticks

5073 Green glazed plant stand with cherub to the 
column

5074 Chromed two branch table lamp

5076 Card case with replica pistol panel plus a 2 
drawer trinket box

5077 Vintage Ferguson radio

5078 Black ash gamers computer desk

5079 Metal and pine wine rack

5080 Wall light formed from a bugle plus a comical 
figure of a golfer

5081 Circular tripod occasional table

5082 Pine effect and blue painted chest of 5 drawers 
plus a matching 3 drawer chest

5083 Resin figure of an elephant

5084 5 wooden giraffe and an elephant plus an 
African mask

5085 Mahogany drop side dining table

5086 +VAT Pine topped white legged coffee table

5087 Toilet mirror plus a bed tray

5088 Pink and black glazed ceramic platter

5089 Pine 2 drawer bedside cabinet

5090 Figure of a duck plus a duck shaped bowl

5091 Pair of Tiffany style lamps (AF)

5092 Georgian chest of 4 drawers

5093 Edwardian dome topped mantle clock

5094 Quartz wall clock

5095 Pair of resin reclining buddhas

5096 Pine chest of 2 over 3 drawers

5097 Oval metal stool with fabric seat

5098 Metal coal scuttle with shovel

5099 Blanket box plus a cube shaped storage box

5100 Narrow oak open bookcase

5101 Small walnut draw-leaf occasional table

5102 Single-door cupboard with metal panel

5103 Pine-finished chest of 5 drawers plus a matching 
3-drawer cabinet

5104 2 resin figures of nativity scenes

5105 Faux marble coffee table

5106 Campaign-style storage box

5107 Pair of buddha candlesticks

5108 3 resin buddha figures

5109 Green glazed vase

5110 3 pairs of brass candlesticks

5111 Quartz clock, carved oriental lidded pot plus 2 
pairs of ladies shoes

5112 Yellow melamine sideboard with 2 drawers and 
2 doors under

5113 3 Murano glass ashtrays

5114 Laughing buddha wall plaque

5115 Nest of 3 teak tables

5116 Metal tablelamp with shade

5117 Leather satchel

5118 2 resin buddha figures

5119 Turned wooden tripod floorlamp with shelf and 
shade

5120 Brass oil lamp with ruby glass reservoir

5121 Mahogany bureau on cabriole supports

5122 Oak-finished and white-painted wall unit 
comprising open bookcase with cupboard to the 
side, sideboard, storage rack and other units

5123 2 coffee grinders

5124 Cream-painted metal lampshade plus a 
timekeeper's clock

5125 Carved wooden bowl on folding base

5126 Firescreen with duck-embroidered panel

5127 3 Tiffany-style ceiling light shades

5128 Glass dining table plus 6 black leather-effect 
chairs

5129 Mantle clock in beech case

5130 Orange and red glazed fruit bowl, lidded bowl 
and decanter
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5131 Pair of wicker topped spindle back dining chairs

5132 Oval topped sofa table with spindle turned 
supports

5133 Quantity of anthropology and art reference 
books

5134 Inlaid Edwardian bedroom chair

5135 4 pairs of brass and oak barely twist candle 
sticks

5136 Wooden CD storage rack

5137 Blue upholstered wingback armchair

5138 Pink tub chair

5139 Yellow melamine 1950's kitchen table plus 4 
chairs

5140 Pair of Kaiser floral decorated plates

5141 Box containing glass seaside figures and paper 
weights

5142 Three Oriental resin figures

5143 Pair of ebonised armchairs for restoration 
purposes

5144 Quantity of vinyl records

5145 Oak bookcase with glazed sliding doors

5146 Resin figure of a young girl plus a regency tea 
caddy (AF)

5147 Child's rocking horse

5148 Black and cream leather effect 3 seater sofa 
plus a matching 2 seater with zebra patterned 
cushions

5149 Green painted metal industrial ceiling light 
shade

5150 Grey fabric sofa bed

5151 Glass and chromed globe shaped ceiling light

5152 Replica gramophone speaker plus an oak plant 
stand

5153 Oak box on raised supports

5154 Brass barley twist table lamp plus meat platters, 
lidded terrine and dinner plates

5156 +VAT Storage unit with 8 fabric baskets

5157 2 resin buddha figures

5158 4 oriental blue and white bowls and vases

5159 Teak desk with 4 drawers under

5160 Pair of floral patterned Chinese candle sticks 
plus a fruit bowl

5161 Circular ercol dining table plus 4 swan stick back 
chairs

5162 Pair of metal and glazed candle holders

5163 Square side table with single drawer

5164 2 floral patterned bowls

5165 White painted 2 drawer dressing table with 
gallery

5166 Judez tandem tricycle

5167 Pair of white painted chest of 4 drawers

5168 2 faux wooden buddhas

5169 Cased Aldis projectors

5170 Metal 2 drawer filing cabinet

5171 Wicker picnic basket

5172 Dark wood single drawer table on spindle legs

5173 Plant stand in the form of a pram

5174 Brass clad magazine rack plus a coal box

5175 Oak coffee table with 3 drawers

5176 Brown upholstered Victorian nursing chair

5177 Turned oak floor lamp

5178 Adjustable tripod floor lamp

5179 (1) 4 pine ladder back dining chairs with strung 
seats

5180 Quantity of gold painted lettering

5181 Modern warning sign plus 2 advertising panels

5182 Circular occasional table with second tier

5183 Pine twin pedestal desk

5184 Olive green fabric button back chair

5185 Box containing metal ware to include scales, 
beaten brass tray and dishes

5186 Beech penny chair

5187 Bobbin turned oak chair with wicker seat

5188 Single door pot cupboard with drawer over

5189 3 white painted bentwood dining chairs

5190 Oak 2 drawers over 2 doors sideboard

5191 Pair of wooden masks plus an egg box

5192 Smokers cabinet with glazed door

5193 Grey fabric corner suite in 2 sections plus a 
matching footstool

5194 Grey double bedstead with storage under and 
memory foam mattress

5195 Pair of pictures to include Italian countryside 
scene and a portrait photograph
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5196 Metal rope twist ceiling light with glass shade

5197 Globe shaped ceiling light shade

5198 Metal 6 branch art deco style ceiling light

5199 2 painted metal trunks

5200 Pair of oak armchairs with floral upholstery

5201 Floral fabric button back armchair

5202 1920's dining chairs to include 2 carvers

5203 Cased brass tie cutlery set

5204 3 vintage tennis rackets

5205 Cased set of Cresta cutlery

5206 (2) 2 boxes containing blue and white and other 
ceramics plus salts, a decanter, Chinese teapot 
and a rocket lamp (a/f)

5207 Reproduction mahogany double door wardrobe

5208 3 Buddha figures

5209 Danish wall unit with fall front and sliding doors 
under

5210 Vintage Bush radio

5211 Vintage Monte Carlo gramophone with tuner

5212 Table lamp with Corinthian column and green 
fabric shade

5213 1950's glazed china cabinet

5214 (1) Box containing a quantity of portraits and 
other pictures

5215 Darkwood console table plus a 3 panelled mirror

5216 3 stacking children's chairs in black frame and 
orange tops

5217 Late Victorian Sutherland table

5218 Adjustable tripod stool

5219 (4) Whisky bottle rack

5220 Teak dropside table plus 4 ladderback chairs

5221 Triang baby walker with play cubes

5222 Pine dressing table with gallery

5223 2 oversized brandy glasses

5224 Bundle of walking sticks

5226 Model bicycle

5227 Modern pine chest of 2 over 3 drawers with 
matching 3 drawer bedside cabinet

5228 Metal deed box inscribed EMT

5229 Open bookcase plus a pine hi-fi stand

5230 2 elephant stands

5231 Quartz mantle clock

5232 Glazed double door china cabinet on ball and 
claw supports

5233 Glazed double door bookcase with linen fold 
panels under

5234 Mahogany double door storage cupboard

5235 Pine double door sideboard with drawers over

5236 Satin walnut dressing chest

5237 Teak open bookcase

5238 Pitched pine double door stationary cupboard

5239 Beech towel airer

5240 4 tier open bookcase

5241 1960's Wolfe & Hollander 4 door cupboard

5242 3 green fabric armchairs

5243 Wall clock in mahogany case

5244 1920's olive green 3 seater settle

5245 Book entitled Coaching Days of England

5246 Beige upholstered electric reclining chair 
£20-30

5247 La-Z-Boy burgandy corner sofa in 3 sections 
plus a matching 2 seater and armchair

5248 2 light suede armchairs and a matching footstool

5249 Modern folding occasional table with blue and 
black floral decoration

5250 Quantity of coastal and rural prints to include 
harbour scenes, ships at sea, poppy fields, 
windmills and marshland

5251 Quantity of home painted canvases

5252 +VAT (4) Rectangular mirror in faux walnut 
frame

5253 Folding card table

5254 Lidded box with plaque inscribed R E Parker

5256 Quantity of paintings and prints to include 
autumn woodland, children at play plus 
seascapes

5257 Quantity of prints to include figures on a beach, 
the ferrier, map of Bedford, collie dog and the 
making of whisky

5258 Rectangular mirror in wicker frame

5259 Oak blanket box with linen fold panel

5260 Oak dressing table of single drawer and a large 
shield shaped mirror

5261 Black leather effect swivel chair
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5262 Circular topped single tripod table with 4 
matching chairs

5263 +VAT Box containing a glider chair and footstool 
(a/f)

5264 1950's oak sideboard

5265 Quantity of books - Story of the British Nation

5266 Nathan extending dining table plus 10 chairs

5267 Beech cantilever sewing box

5268 Set of kitchen scales with weights

5269 2 pottery table lamps plus a pine magazine rack

5270 Metal mother and child floor lamp plus a turned 
wooden lamp

5271 Nathan extending dining table

5272 Pair of French bent wood armchairs

5273 Pine coffee table on hairpin supports

5274 Square 2 tier side table, barley twist oak table 
plus a piano stool

5275 Jali television stand

5276 Oak framed single armchair with red rexene 
upholstery

5277 Green leather effect reclining armchair

5278 4 beech stickback dining chairs

5279 (2) White metal table lamp with fish supports

5280 2 G Plan open bookcases with coloured back 
panels

5281 Pair of Ercol stickback armchairs plus a footstool

5282 Pair of hoop backed Ercol armchairs

5283 Oak 2 tier tea trolley plus a side table with single 
drawer

5284 Oval extending dining table in mahogany on 
turned supports

5285 3 beech upholstered dining chairs plus a pair of 
pine chairs with rush seats

5286 2 pond yachts

5287 Dolls house with red roof

5288 Dollshouse with pink roof

5289 Dollshouse with faux tiled roof

5290 Drop leaf table

5291 +VAT Bedroom tub chair

5292 +VAT 4 embroided cushions

5293 G Plan nest of 3 tables

5294 1950's glazed sliding door display cabinet 
£120-170

5296 Fabric wardrobe with drawers under

5297 3 cased cameras

5298 Jali open bookcase with cupboard and drawers 
under

5299 2 RAF dress uniforms

5300 Southern Comfort mirror plus a rectangular 
bevelled mirror

5301 Framed and glazed picture of a countryside 
scene

5302 Pair of portrait pictures in decorative frame

5303 Quantity of impressionist prints plus a print of a 
ship at sea

5304 Quantity of maps plus floral and dog prints

5305 Frame and glazed map of Northamptonshire

5306 Large quantity of assorted pictures to include 
countryside scenes, river scenes, seaside 
scenes

5307 Quantity of watercolours and prints to include 
rural scenes, thatch cottages, villages, dogs, 
statue and figures in a drawing room

5308 Rectangular mirror in gilt frame

5309 +VAT Large pine bedstead

5310 Quantity of wardrobe parts, pine bedstead and a 
refectory table (AF)

5311 4 framed and glazed hunting prints

5312 3 stick back dining chairs, wicker table, 2 
baskets and a circular oak table

5313 Pair of spindle back 1960's dining chairs with 
green upholstery

5314 1950's oak desk

5315 Box containing carved African figures, bead 
work and a batik

5316 Beech armchair with floral cushions

5317 +VAT 4ft mattress

5318 +VAT 4ft 6 mattress

5319 +VAT 4ft 6 mattress

5320 +VAT 4ft 6 mattress

5321 +VAT 5ft mattress

5322 Pond speed boat

5323 +VAT 2 modern wall hangings, quantity of 
crockery and pottery

5324 Dark oak open bookcase
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5325 Floral decorated suitcase

5326 Cased sewing machine 
£20-30

5327 Oak 2 door music cabinet

5328 Underwood typewriter

5329 Distressed two drawer over two door sideboard

5330 Small wall hung box

5331 Oriental style bench in pine

5332 Beautility sideboard of 3 drawers by 2 doors and 
glazed sliding door top

5333 Beech stool, table with canted sides, beech 
table, an oak chair plus a footstool

5334 +VAT 2 Single mattress toppers

5335 Black leather swivel office chair

5336 (6) Louis De Poortere floral carpet

5337 +VAT Woollen mat, roll of pig skin plus 4 grey 
and blue bath mats

5338 Indoor outdoor rug (4ft x 6ft)

5339 Grey shag pile rug (3ft 3 x 5ft)

5340 Large Bokhara red carpet with floral design

5341 (2) All wool handmade carpet with floral and 
geometric design in blue and greens

5342 Reproduction yew glazed wall unit with 
cupboards and drawers under

5343 +VAT Pallet containing a quantity of furniture 
parts

5344 Teak 2 tier tea trolley

5345 (5) Floral carpet with ivory background and 
salmon pink boarder

5346 (4) Multi coloured floral carpet

5347 (3) Maroon floral carpet

5348 +VAT (9) Rectangular mirror in silver frame

5349 Bevelled mirror with oak frame plus a floral 
embroidery

5350 Cream painted super king 4 poster bed stead

5351 +VAT 4ft 6 mattress

5352 +VAT 2 boxes containing furniture parts

5353 +VAT Grey shag pile carpet

5354 Three wall hung glazed display cabinets with 
sliding doors 
£30-40

5355 9 boxes containing antique guides, art reference 
books, catalogues etc

5356 2 brown glazed vases

5357 Large rectangular pine framed mirror

5358 Rectangular bevelled mirror

5359 Tripod pull screen

5360 Pair of glazed display cabinets

5361 Framed and glazed print of 4 terracotta pots

5362 Mirror in leather effect frame plus a rectangular 
bevelled mirror in grey frame

5363 Fire basket plus fire dogs, folding screen and 3 
piece companion set

5364 Carved Edwardian bedroom chair

5366 2 fire fenders

5367 7 painted Balinese masks

5368 2 glass vases

5369 Victorian dining table

5370 8 various Victorian and later dining chairs

5371 Box of blue and white china

5372 2 pottery garden gnomes

5373 Twin tripod extending dining table in mahogany

5374 Edwardian mirror backed sideboard

5375 Quantity of Border Fine Art figures

5376 Glazed pine corner unit

5377 Child's school desk

5378 Metal rocking horse

5379 Dark wood hanging cupboard with drawers 
under

5380 Quantity of resin buddha and dragon figures

5381 Rectangular mirror in dark wood frame

5382 +VAT (1) Carved flower panel

5383 Quartz clock with Beatles album cover backing

5384 Ornamental aluminium paddle

5385 Diana .22 air rifle

5386 Floral decorated table lamp

5387 Carved Indian side table with folding base

5388 Pottery figure of a cockatoo

5389 Resin figure of an alpaca

5390 Watercolour of stream and woodland

5391 Circular framed mirror

5392 Oil on board of woodland and stream
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5393 Swiss wall plaque with painted panel

5394 Oil on canvas of figures by river

5395 Mexican picture with farm building and cactuses

5396 Large bundle of assorted fishing rods and stick 
stand

5398 Modern floral canvas

5399 Copper and brass warming pan

5400 1950's glazed display cabinet with full front 
bureau and drawers to the side

5401 Stack of ephemera to include luncheon and 
banqueting invitations

5402 Box containing Harry Potter novels

5403 Box containing silver plate to include 
candlesticks, ale mugs, goblets and various pots

5404 2 boxes containing a quantity of ornamental 
Hummel and other figures, vases, pottery and 
silver plate

5406 Box containing vinyl records

5407 Stack of jigsaw puzzles

5408 Box containing a large quantity of decanter 
stoppers

5409 Single box of Spode china entitled New Fayence 
with floral decoration

5410 Box containing figures of Buddha, decanters, 
sauce bottles and general glassware

5411 Box containing lemonade tumblers, 
commemorative mugs and crockery

5412 2 boxes and a stack of vinyl records

5413 5 pottery glass and wooden table lamps

5414 Box containing a quantity of Epergne flutes

5416 Boxed ceiling light with pearlescent shade and 
pewter jugs

5417 Box containing ordnance survey maps

5418 Vintage Portuguese pottery faucet

5419 4 boxes containing a quantity of gardening 
porcelain art and military reference books

5420 Box containing a vase, ornamental posies and 
ornamental busts

5421 2 opaque glass lampshades plus a quantity of 
glass funnels

5422 3 boxes containing DVD's

5423 2 boxes containing silver plated goblets, trays, 
ornamental figures, pill boxes, a Bible, 
glassware plus an artists' easel

5424 3 boxes containing glass bottles and jars

5425 Box of three typewriters

5426 2 boxes containing decanters and jars

5427 Vintage radio

5428 +VAT 4 boxes containing cutlery sets and plant 
pots

5429 3 boxes containing pint glasses

5430 Box containing quantity of etched Edwardian 
sherry and wine glasses

5431 Box containing radio controlled truck, plastic 
track, 2 coaching horns and shooting stick

5432 2 boxes containing pewterware, household 
crockery and cutlery

5433 3 boxes containing silver plate and copperware 
to include soda siphon, kettles, teapots plus 
horse brasses, jugs and a serving tray

5434 Box containing quartz clocks

5435 2 boxes containing silver plate, trinket boxes, 
letter opener, tins, weaving bobbin, trivet, tripod 
and goblets

5436 Box containing Shellac records

5437 Box containing a vintage telephone, heater and 
table lamp

5438 Box containing vinyl records and tape cassettes

5439 Box containing a quantity of Crown Dynasty 
patterned crockery

5440 Box of DVDs to include Lost, Down to Earth, CSI 
etc

5441 2 boxed Dinky car racks

5442 3 boxes containing National and other dolls, 
artificial flowers, silver plate and magazines

5443 Box containing Royal ephemera and 
commemorative mugs

5444 Box containing Oriental plates, oil painting, 
souvenir crockery and glassware

5445 Box containing a silver plated teapot, part cruet 
set, games and household goods

5446 Vintage adding machine plus 2 boxes containing 
slipper and other bedpans

5447 Tin trunk

5448 2 bags containing a quantity of music 
programmes and ephemera

5449 Box containing a quantity of hunting patterned 
cups and saucers

5450 Box containing Winnie-the-Pooh print, Winnie-
the-Pooh plaques and plates plus ornamental 
animal figures
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5451 Box containing cameras and empty albums

5452 Box containing quantity of classic novels

5453 Single box of typewriters, cased cutlery set and 
an onyx lamp

5454 7 bags containing CDs and tape cassettes

5456 2 boxes containing coloured glass vases, loose 
cutlery, ornamental animal figures and 
glassware

5457 Box containing biscuit barrel, novelty cottage 
teapot, ornaments and silver plate

5458 4 boxes containing cruet set, wine glasses, 
bowls, decanter stoppers and plates

5459 Box containing Edwardian and later childrens 
books plus novels

5460 2 boxes containing rose patterned cups and 
saucers plus ginger jar, Oriental vase and 
crockery

5461 2 boxes containing quantity of vintage tins

5462 Box containing Observer books plus bontanical 
and wildlife reference books

5463 3 boxes of lighting plus adjustable desk lamp

5464 Boxed Yard of Ale glass plus flagons, decanters, 
whiskey glasses and bowls

5465 Box containing matchbox models of yester year 
cars

5466 Oriental vase, costume jewellery, trivet and shoe 
lasts

5467 Box containing military reference books

5468 Large stack of jigsaw puzzles

5469 2 boxes containing pint glasses

5470 2 cased Singer sewing machines

5471 Stack of jigsaw puzzles

5472 3 boxes containing CDs, lamps, crockery and 
household goods

5473 Box containing shellac records

5474 Bag containing 6 jigsaw puzzles

5476 Box containing glass book ends, collectors plate 
and glass basket

5477 2 boxes containing Jamie Oliver and other 
cookery books plus childrens novels and thrillers

5478 Box containing 7" vinyl records

5479 Box containing video cassettes

5480 Singer sewing machine

5481 Singer sewing machine

5482 2 boxes containing Classic Van and Ground 
Force magazines

5483 2 boxes containing ginger jar, jug, flagons and 
floral patterned bowls

5484 Box containing fruit bowls, glass fish, vases and 
glassware

5485 Box containing record collector magazines

5486 Box containing 7" vinyl records

5487 2 boxes containing music related reference 
books and childrens annuals

5488 Box containing glassware, goggles, desk tidy, 
inkwell and lamp shade

5489 Box of glass bottles

5490 Box containing vinyl records

5491 Quantity of music posters

5492 2 framed and glazed David Shepherd rural prints

5493 Bundle of fishing rods

5494 Bundle of 4 walking sticks

5495 Quantity of coarse fishing rods

5496 Four assorted framed and glazed paintings of 
coastal and river scenes

5497 Quartz wall clock

5498 +VAT Silent Night 4'6" memory foam mattress

5499 +VAT Silent Night 4'6" memory foam mattress

5500 +VAT Silent Night 4'6" memory foam mattress

5501 +VAT Silent Night 4'6" memory foam mattress

5502 +VAT 4 foot 6 Dormeo memory foam mattress

5503 +VAT 5 foot Dormeo memory foam mattress

5504 +VAT Double Dormeo mattress

5505 4ft 6 divan bed base with headboard

5506 Quantity of cigarette cards, Film Monthly 
magazines, Buffalo Bill novel and a Kingsway 
book of dressmaking

5507 Aircraft construction book, amateur mechanical 
reference books and books on bricklaying

5508 Portrait of a lady in gilt frame

5509 Box containing a quantity of thimbles

5510 Vintage antler suitcase, wicker crib, vintage 
tennis racket and umbrella

5511 Box containing an Oriental vase, wine and 
sherry glasses plus floral patterned plates

5512 Box containing 7'' vinyl records
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5513 2 boxes containing vinyl records

5514 Case containing a brass plated cutlery set

5516 Box containing Star Trek magazines and books

5517 Box containing classic novels

5518 Box containing a quantity of Ridgway minaret 
patterned crockery

5519 Box containing glassware, coffee mugs and 
Piggin figures

5520 3 boxes of household items incl. plates, candle 
sticks, teapots, blue and white jugs and tankards

5521 Box containing 7'' vinyl records

5522 Box containing 7'' vinyl records

5523 Box containing Johnson Brothers crockery

5524 Box containing a Tiffany style lampshade, blue 
and white and other crockery, glass fruit bowl, 
glass ceiling light shade and a blue glass bowl

5525 Box containing sauce bottles, ramekins, cutlery 
tray and Christmas ornaments

5526 2 boxes containing a quantity of Royal Doulton 
tapestry patterned crockery

5527 5 boxes containing clock parts

5528 8 boxes containing poetry books, French and 
English novel

5529 2 boxes of assorted cutlery, earthenware jugs, 
bed warmers, wash bowl and jug set

5530 Washstand jug and bowl plus a box containing 
David Wright coffee cups and saucers

5531 5 boxes containing household goods to include 
dolls, CD's, glassware, general crockery and 
china

5532 Box containing household goods to include plate 
racks, embroideries, prints and a lightsaber

5533 2 boxes containing childrens dolls

5534 Box containing a coffee grinder, egg basket, 
pestle and mortar, glass bottles, books and a 
dish

5535 6 etched wine glasses

5536 Box containing lamp, treen, etc.

5537 Box containing water jugs and ornamental 
figure, salad servers and a soda siphon

5538 Box containing Meccano pieces

5539 Box containing plastic passenger jets

5540 Box containing 7'' vinyl records

5541 Box containing 7'' vinyl records

5542 5 boxes containing glassware, barley twist 
candlestick, coloured glass cups and saucers, 
Indian tree patterned crockery, box containing 
fish servers plus carving knives and a tureen

5543 4 boxes containing coffee mugs, glassware, milk 
jugs and meat platters

5544 Box containing picture frames, curtain hooks, 
decanter and an elephant ornament

5546 Quantity of British and National Museum 
reference books

5547 Childs rocking horse

5548 Cage containing small framed pictures, 
paperweight, etc.

5549 Cage containing an anniversary clock, silver 
plate to include a bonbon dish, teapot, milk jug 
plus jewellery and trinket boxes

5550 Cage containing Leeds ware china with floral 
decoration incl. gravy boat, saucers, plate, 
trinket storage baskets, etc. (af) 
£80-120

5551 5 boxes containing books, video cassettes, 
kitchen storage vessels, light fittings and tins

5552 Box containing glass beads

5553 Cage containing clip on earrings

5554 Cage containing a part ginger jar, ornamental 
swan figures, teapot, general crockery and a 
glass fruit bowl

5555 Cage containing Eperne vases, ornamental 
figures and scent bottles

5556 Cage containing a quantity of beads and 
sequins

5557 Cage containing a German/Austrian charioteer, 
decanters, salt and pepper sets and crockery

5558 Box containing a large quantity of crockery, 
glassware and ornamental figures

5559 Cage containing a quantity of Royal Doulton and 
other ornamental ladies

5560 Cage containing a quantity of wall plaques, 
elephant and other ornamental figures plus 
creamers and teapots

5561 Cage containing ornamental figures plus glass 
and jasperware

5562 5 boxes of collectible dolls

5563 Cage of metal ware incl. trophies, vases, cutlery, 
etc.

5564 Cage containing a quantity of Coalport and other 
lady figures
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5565 Cage containing a collection of Buddhas and 
hardstone figures

5566 Box containing a quantity of Oriental floral 
patterned china

5567 Cage containing a quantity of Egyptian 
decorated collectors plates

5568 Cage containing household goods to include 
crestedware, wristwatch, brush, DVD's, 
magazines, ornamental figures and a hip flask

5569 Cage containing Wedgwood jasperware, 
aftershave and collectors plates

5570 Cage containing 2 miniature busts plus water 
jugs, vase and ginger jar

5571 Cage containing a Wallace & Gromit modelling 
kit plus a vintage toy car

5572 (1) Cage containing a quantity of Royal Doulton 
coppice patterned crockery plus glassware and 
an oil lamp

5573 2 boxes containing novels, Haynes guides and 
reference books

5574 2 boxes containing CD's

5575 Boxed toy pistol and a crossbow

5576 Cage containing a Portmerion Phoenix 
patterned coffee service

5577 Cage containing a quantity of costume jewellery

5578 Rocking chair, stools and dining chairs (6 in 
total)

5579 3 boxes containing ceiling lights and shades

5580 (3) Cage containing sauce bottles and kitchen 
storage vessels

5581 Cage containing silver teaspoons and loose 
cutlery

5582 (2) Cage containing kitchen storage vessels, 
blue and white and other china

5583 Box containing a quantity of pre Raphaelite and 
other prints

5584 Cage containing brassware to include trays and 
dishes, horse brasses, bowls and a doorstop

5585 Cage containing a quantity of cameras

5586 Cage containing silver plated figures, 
champagne flutes, bowls and coloured glass 
vases

5587 2 cages containing a quantity of Wedgwood 
floral patterned crockery

5588 Cage containing Buddhas and other ornamental 
figures, various bowls and jugs

5589 Plastic crate containing blue and white china 
and glassware

5590 Cage containing cups and saucers, Oriental 
biscuit barrel, glass basket and commemorative 
ware

5591 Cage containing a lampshade, jugs, crockery 
and various china

5592 Cage containing bird and other ornamental 
figures plus a quantity of vases

5593 Cage containing silver plate and other 
metalware to include Middle Eastern kettle, 
coffee pots, bonbon dish, various finials, trays 
and a fruit bowl

5594 Royal Worcester tripod stand plus a mother of 
pearl and bronze dish

5595 Cage containing a quantity of Royal Doulton 
collectors plates

5596 Cage containing clock keys, pendulums, empty 
jewellery and cutlery boxes plus a vintage 
Colemans Mustard tin

5597 Cage containing silver plate to include teapot, 
egg cups, loose cutlery, bonbon dishes, sugar 
bowls and milk jugs

5598 Cage of white metal ware incl. coffee pots, 
teapots, cream jugs and sugar bowls 
£10-20

5599 2 vintage suitcases

5600 Cage containing a quantity of novelty miniature 
teapots

5601 Cage containing blue and white crockery

5602 Cage containing photo frames

5603 +VAT Quantity of household goods incl. wicker 
basket, mats, cushion covers and light fittings

5604 +VAT Cage containing silver photo frame, scent 
bottle, match striker and dressing table bottles

5605 Cage containing ornamental woodland creatures 
and dogs

5606 Cage containing Staffordshire flat back figures

5607 Rocking chair, wheelback chair and upholstered 
Edwardian nursing chair

5608 Cage containing copper ware and silver plate 
incl. goblets, kettle, serving trays and various 
dishes

5609 Cage containing Dinky cars and trucks

5610 Cage containing brass trays, coasters, shot 
glasses, ice bucket and ale mugs

5611 Box containing painted and ornamental eggs

5612 Cage containing Mary Gregory style glassware, 
Oriental teapot, various mugs, candlesticks, bon 
bon dishes and milk jugs
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5613 Cage containing ornamental antelope's head, 
policeman's helmet, postcards, Mabel Lucie 
Atwell cards, ornamental dogs, slides and 
viewer

5614 Cage containing Royal Doulton crystal plus 
decanters, fruit bowls and photo frames

5615 4 vintage suitcases

5616 Cage containing loose cutlery

5617 Cage containing carved wooden African figures, 
ornamental resin figures, mantle clock, glass 
vase and silver plated trophy

5618 Cage containing floral Japanese crockery

5619 6 bags containing DVDs

5620 Box containing brass weights

5621 Cage containing Advancement of Science 
books, costume jewellery and Neolithic flints

5622 Cage containing costume jewellery, jewellery 
case, watch and figure of the Madonna

5623 Cage containing figurines incl. teddy bears, 
dolls, etc.

5624 Cage containing modern Oriental vase, jugs and 
plant pot

5625 Cage containing mainly blue and floral 
decorated china incl. teacups, saucers and 
bowls

5626 3 bags containing reference books and novels

5627 Box containing OO gauge track plus childrens 
toys

5628 Cage containing silver plated tea service plus 
Edinburgh crystal

5629 Cage containing branded water jugs, 
ornamental cat shaped egg cups, lustre ware, 
crockery and china

5630 Wooden letter rack, hard stone vase, resin 
figures and lidded pots

5631 Metal bed stead (AF)

5632 +VAT Boxed entertainment unit, a/f

5633 Bundle of fishing rods, tackle box, reels and line

5634 +VAT Dormeo memory foam mattress, boxed 
(AF)

5635 Box containing wine glasses and rummers
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